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ABSTRACT
The thesis is written in the form of a report to a
client, the WGBH Educational Foundation (WGBH) a nonprofit,
public television broadcasting outlet located in Boston,
Massachusetts. WGBH is required by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC), as are all public and commercial television
broadcasters, to perform an ongoing process of community
needs assessment, officially termed "ascertainment". The
ascertainment process was founded in the spirit of television
licensees as trustees of the public interest. The theory of
ascertainment is that by maintaining a regular dialogue with
the community regarding its problems, needs and interests,
broadcasters can provide programming which is more targeted
and responsive to their communities.
The research considers the current attitudes and
practices of WGBH as it follows the cycle of ascertainment-
to-programming. The thesis proposes several alternative
ascertainment methods and programming strategies with
evaluative criteria for judging improvements. Finally, the
advice to the client is offered in the form of recommendations
that might assist WGBH in the development of improved needs
assessment methods and the implementation of more responsive
programming strategies.
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1I. INTRODUCTION
A. Problem Statement
Non-commercial public television (PTV) broadcasters
are required by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
to perform an ongoing process of needs assessment within
the licensee's area of broadcast service. This process of
needs assessment is officially referred to as "ascertain-
ment". The FCC imposed ascertainment requirements on PTV
in 1976, some five years after their commercial television
counterparts. Ascertainment's fundamental objective,
simply stated is to maintain a dialogue with both the
general public as well as the leadership in the communities
that the licensee services. Ascertainment is intended to
be an ongoing process of determining the perceived problems
needs and interests that exist within the licensee's area
of broadcast service, and to provide programming that
responds to ascertainment findings. The FCC has establish-
ed guidelines and standards for PTV licensees to be in
compliance with ascertainment requirements for license
renewal.
This thesis is premised on the belief that the spirit
and practice of ascertainment has an inherent value and
importance, regardless of assertions that federal require-
ments are constraining. Programming that is responsive
to ascertainment is particularly important to the contempo-
rary American society that is caught up in the reverbarations
of the nation's transition from a labor intensive, industr-
ially based economy to a less labor intensive, informational one.
Societal divisions by race, sex, ethnicity, income,
or language, will be further delineated into an information-
ally rich and informationally poor society. The problem
of access to information, regardless of the content or mode
of dissemination, as another factor in social division, may
2not be rooted solely in issues of equality in accessibility
to information for subgroups within the total population,
but in the ability of these diverse groups to process the
information to their benefit.
PTV's prominence as a major provider of educational
and cultural programming will, no doubt, find ways to
sustain itself in the face of increased competition for
profitable shares of the overall television market. On the
other hand, PTV's growth potential lies in its ability to
be aware of and cater to locally specialized needs with
the mass market potential as a further incentive to allocate
increasingly scarce resources.
Problems in Traditional Ascertainment:,
1. Problems, needs and interests of specific constitu-
encies are overlooked; community "representatives"
do not accurately reflect "grass-root" perceptions
of the rank and file.
2. Information collected under current ascertainment
methods does not accurately reflect the fabric of
the community in terms of real and diverse needs.
3. Programs produced in response to ascertainment
findings either do not reach intended audiences;
if they do, they do not help audiences "cope" with
needs expressed.
Responsive Programming Dilemmas:
1. The financial resource gap: i.e. knowing the
problem, wanting to respond, but monetary
constraints limitations prevent programming
pursuits.
2. The traditional (or historic) mission gap: Program-
ming does not match ascertainment findings or
3ascertainment never identifies the real problems
to begin with; something is wrong with the ascer-
tainment process, or the original ascertainment
mandates are no longer relevant.
3. The information gap: Needs assessments are done,
but the information is not fully utilized in the
resource allocation process.
This thesis, in the form of a report to a client,
(specifically to WGBH, the Boston public television broad-
casting outlet), analyzes the strengths and weaknesses of
the existing ascertainment system, offers various alterna-
tive approaches, establishes criteria for evaluating impro-
vements in ascertainment and reviews several ascertainment
experiments. The report also examines the existing process
of programming based on traditional ascertainment, proposes
several alternatives for responsive programming and establi-
shes some criteria for judging programming responsiveness.
Finally, advice to the WGBH client is in the form of recom-
mendations regarding ascertainment and programming. In
conclusion, although this thesis is directed to a specific
client, it also may be considered as a case study, with
implications and possible applications for major market
television broadcasters, public or commercial.
41. History
Ascertainment requirements for PTV broadcasters are an
outgrowth of the FCC's powers to intervene, premised on the
Public Interest foundation legislated in the Communications
Act of 1934. The FCC has as its fundamental regulatory
justification, the public interest issues of scarce frequen-
cy spectrum, and the public trustee nature of licensees for
both commercial and public broadcasters. The domestic
social change and consciousness movements of the Sixties,
and the civil unrest that was a part of them, played a
significant role in the adoption of ascertainment require-
ments for commercial television broadcasters, enacted in
1971. Growing public awareness of the impact of electronic
media, on local and national affairs, prompted advocacy for
media literacy and access during this time. There was
scarcely a social issue that escaped an examination of
media's impact on shaping public opinion, both local and
national, e.g. Viet Nam, Civil Rights. The public's commu-
nication rights were, to a large extent, an offshot of the
U.S. Civil Rights movement. Special, public, minority and
other "parties in interest" not only became more critical
of the impact and inaccessibility of broadcast media, but
they also became increasingly aware that their own views
of the role of broadcasting in local and national affairs
had some foundation and prescribed remedies in federal law.
The late Sixties and early Seventies saw a dramatic increase
in complaints, petitions to deny license renewal, and public
participation in FCC rulemaking proceedings and Congressional
hearings specific to radio and television broadcasting policy
issues. In 1976, the FCC imposed Ascertainment regulations
on PTV. The FCC's Ascertainment regulations, both from
public and Congressional pressure, acknowledged the need
for broadcasters to have an ongoing dialogue with representa-
5tives from their respective communities of service in order
to assess their specific problems, needs and interests;
they were also an acknowledgement of the problems inherent
in self-regulation. This need had already been expreseed
in 1928 by the Federal Radio Commission, predecessor to
the FCC. Ascertainment rules were also a demonstration of
the FCC's jurisdiction in this matter, under the Public
Interest foundation of the Communications Act of 1934,
which adopted uniform standards and practices to insure
that broadcaster's comply with public interest performance
mandates.
The FCC went beyond specifying ascertainment methods
and minimum compliance standards for PTV broadcasters by
also requiring that a Problems/Programs List be placed in
the station's public inspection file annually. This list
indicates how the licensee's programming has responded to
no more than ten ascertained community problems. Here
again the FCC has standards for what constitutes program-
ming eligibility in response to ascertained problems. The
Problems/Programs requirement demonstrates the interrelation-
ship between community needs assessments and programming
choices that the licensee has made to serve ascertainment
findings and ultimately the public interest standard upon
which PTV is regulated. Problems/Programs Lists should be
evidence that a problem-to-service cycle had occurred
between the licensee and its community of service on a
sustained and conscious basis.
The requisition that PTV broadcasters have a continuous
ascertainment process with standards and methods that are
acceptable for licensee renewal is one tolerable thing for
licensees. On the other hand, requiring a Problems/Programs
Lists, as logical and justifiable as it may seem, is an
entirely different demand. There has been, and always will
be, strong resitance to FCC requirements that interfere with
6the journalistic freedom of broadcast licensees. First
Amendment consideration is the precariously fine line that
the FCC traditionally crosses where program content deci-
sions are concerned. A good example is the Equal Time and
Fairness Doctrine which is analagous to the Problems/
Programs List requirement that most broadcasters, commercial
or noncommercial, resist the most as far as FCC intervention
in the form of rulemaking is concerned. The FCC Problems/
Programs List requirement does not overstep the Commission's
restriction in program content areas in that it does not
dictate what the licensee must produce in order to be in
compliance; it merely establishes that it must be done.
2. Weaknesses in Current Ascertainment Procedures
The current ascertainment procedure has weaknesses in
the methodology of the three elements which comprise it:
The General Public Survey, the Community Leader Interviews
and Group Ascertainments.
The General Public Survey does not go beyond the mini-
mum FCC guidelines for inquiry of community problems to ask
additional and pertinent questions of respondents; WGBH
loses the opportunity to gain valuable market information.
If an additional question were asked that solicited respon-
dents' opinions of what PTV could do to service their stated
problems and needs, WGBH might gain information that gets
below the categorical output of traditional ascertainment
methods. This may, given enough similar responses, lead to
innovative local programming ideas. Even though WGBH might
learn from further inquiry that PTV is not an appropriate
vehicle to address certain stated problems, the effort serves
to validate management's and producer's perceptions of
community issues, with the fringe benefit of improved commu-
nity relations.
7The Community Leader Interview component of ascertain-
ment is so limited, but may have more serious long term
consequences. Although the FCC has guidelines of what
constitutes a community leader, WGBH seldom depart from
what it and the FCC have adopted as a conventional defi-
nition of a community leader. People designated and
ascertained as community leaders often do not necessarily
represent the community, i.e. they fulfill an official
leadership role, but may not necessarily speak for the
rank and file. The Community Leader Interview method also
does not take advantage of more extensive inquiry. Infor-
mation collected by ascertainment may not accurately reflect
or differentiate the real vs. the perceived needs of the
community, therefore inhibiting the development of a more
precise data base. WGBH does not seize the opportunity
for local programs that might be co-developed, co-funded,
and co-produced.
The criticism of the third aspect, Group Ascertainment,
is that its approach is much too impersonal; it is an
expedient method for local broadcasters to fulfill Commu-
nity Leader Interview quotas. WGBH may be losing the full
benefits of community leader responses generated by Group
Ascertainment meetings because commercial broadcasters
dominate the "groups" at these sessions. Because of this
commercial monopoly, respondents are less likely to isolate
their views of community problems that they might feel are
better addressed by public television.
Aside from methodological limitations, ascertainment
responsibilities at WGBH are divided between the Legal and
Broadcast Departments. Consequently, because of the differ-
ent concerns of each department, somewhat double priority
standards exist within the organization. Even though they
are not necessarily in conflict with each other, or
mutually exclusive, (i.e. both the Legal and Broadcast
8Departments want ascertainment efforts to be in legal
compliance), ultimately it is the Broadcast Department that
must produce locally responsive programming based on local-
ly ascertained needs. Logically the Broadcast Manager and
the top management have a greater interest in qualitative
and quantitative audience research, in order to judge the
value and impact of the station's programming efforts. A
greater value is attached to the spirit and quality of
programming that directly responds to the findings of
ascertainment and is not merely in legalistic compliance.
Because the current fiscal pressures confronting WGBH,
and the impacts of emerging and competitive television tech-
nologies, such as CATV in terms of the growth and justifi-
cation of public and private support for PTV, ascertainment
has been forced to a low priority. Perhaps this is the
greatest weakness of all in times when more accurate infor-
mation is vital to the allocation of diminishing local
programming resources in an increasingly segmented televi-
sion marketplace. Public confidence in public television
can only be maintained by an ascertainment process that
acknowledges both the broad spectrum of community interests,
as well as the diversified needs within it.
3. Programming
WGBH's fundamental problem, of translating ascertained
needs into targeted and responsive programming, is embedded
in a traditional process, which adheres to fulfilling FCC
compliance standards for license renewal. The programming
issue is clearly not whether WGBH can meet compliance regu-
lations. The criticism directed to WGBH is that federal
regulations are interpreted with a "minimum as maximum"
profile. This posture may be traced to the national repu-
tation that WGBH has earned as a PTV broadcast and flagship
station of the PBS network. Locally responsive, sensitive
9programming is historically contradictory to the organiza-
tional and marketing strategies of WGBH. Although national/
network does not necessarily mean not locally responsive,
the trend in WGBH programming has not been toward the
development and production of local programming that speaks
more directly to issues that specifically confront WGBH's
broadcast service area, particularly the Boston community,
the City of License, "Targeted and responsive" are subject
to interpretation and WGBH seems to hold a rather limited
view. However, the responsive programming issue is far
more complex than an exercise in semantics. Recalling the
assertion of so-called "minority group" discontent with
electronic media's reflection of their needs and interests,
as a major impetus for FCC regulation, there appears to be
an implied mandate that public broadcasting must be respon-
sive to the diverse and more specifically the minority
interests of its community. "Say Brother" and "La Plaza",
third world and Hispanic-oriented programs, represent WGBH's
major commitments to locally responsive and targeted
programming. Unfortunately, they seem to be motivated by
the implications of FCC compliance requirements.
In a broader context, WGBH's compliance-motivated
approach to local programming is also a result of contempo-
rary financial pressures, limited program planning procedures
and directives from management, as well as the bureaucratic
constraints usually inherent in an institution.
The most obvious explanations for the locally targeted
and responsive programming dilemma are the limits of finan-
cial resources coupled with the high costs of "broadcast
quality" production. The financial scarcity issue, pending
federal cutbacks for public broadcasting, is accentuated by
inflation, the traditional, high quality production values
that WGBH holds, and the limited marketability of geo-
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specific programming. Given these factors, there is a
serious challenge to WGBH to develop fundraising strategies
and design a budget which can allocate increased dollars to
locally responsive or locally produced programming in
response to ascertainment findings or other methods of
local needs assessment.
The current WGBH process for applying ascertainment
findings into targeted and responsive programming suffers
from the same weaknesses of predictability and routine as
the ascertainment process itself. The low value that WGBH
has given to the process may be considered as an outgrowth
of the FCC's regulatory intervention into programming
decisions, specifically in the form of the Problems/Programs
List requirement. In addition, financial forecasts for
government support of PTV,deregulatory trends, and changing
television marketplace factors decrease the priority even
further. Management's laissez-faire ascertainment-to-
programming approach could be explained by these attitudes
and considerations.
Even though WGBH management is utlimately responsible
for programming decisions that respond to ascertAinment
findings, they seem reluctant to direct or remind producers
of the ascertainment-to-programming connection. Information
gathered from the current ascertainment process is not used
to its fullest extent to develop responsive programming.
Producer autonomy is.a value traditionally held in high
esteem at WGBH. Management imposition through production
content directives is an excursion into unchartered waters.
Management has been too loose in terms of initiating
mechanisms to help define production responsiveness.
Problems/Programs Lists have become an after thought.
Local producers enjoy the freedom to decide program content
decisions with little, if any, interference from management.
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The minimal procedures to coordinate interdepartmental
local programming efforts that treat ascertained findings,
allow for an individualized interpretation of targeted and
responsive programming, and may undermine the development
of a process which answers more directly to the needs and
interests of the community it serves. Perhaps management
has been forced to focus too much attention on competition
from developing technologies such as CATV, and decreasing
funds and political support from the federal government.
In light of current television deregulatory trends, it
would not be surprising that the development of the ascer-
tainment-to-programming process would take a second seat to
other more immediate and pressing concerns.
Finally, the bureaucratic structure of the WGBH insti-
tuion only serves to dilute the potential effectiveness
of the ascertainment-to-programming process as it is
currently administered. A lack of interdepartmental cooper-
ation and coordination are weaknesses to the existing
process. There is a somewhat double standard of compliance
in the areas of both ascertainment and locally responsive
programming responsibilities: Ascertain requirements are
interpreted by the Legal Department, but the Broadcast
Department has the major responsibility of compliance and
must coordinate numerous other departments into an involved
and cooperative effort. For example, the Operations, Develop-
ment or Promotion Departments must view and address the
ascertainment-to-programming process with a similar spirit
in order that minimal compliance is met. Inflexibility in
scheduling and operations, union rules, intradepartmental
priorities, and ultimately problems of intercommunication
systems, (i.e. memos, meetings), cause frequent set backs
in the process.
In conclusion, the problem with the targeted and
responsive programming process is that in overemphasizing
12
minimal compliance, coupled with traditional aesthetic
standards, WGBH compromises the critical status of local
programming and defers the opportunity for creative program
development that offers a more relevant television service
both to its diverse community and a potential national
market. Perhaps, most importantly, WGBH's position inhibits
the ability of management to aggressively help WGBH, not
only to hold the line, but to grow and flourish.
B. Design of Better Procedures
Modification of current ascertainment methods, for the
near term would encounter, no doubt, initial resistance
within the WGBH organization for three major reasons: FCC
compliance concerns, low priority, and institutional values.
Ascertainment methods that differ, however useful or
creative, from the FCC's prescribed process and WGBH's legal
interpretation of those standards, may be suspect as signifi-
cant improvements in standard ascertainment operating proce-
dures. The underlying reason, and justifiably so, is that
ascertainment requirements are an essential part of WGBH's
license renewal process. Herein lies the greater jeopardy
of possible challenges to WGBH's license renewal based on
criticisms that modified ascertainment procedures might be
flawed in ways that are contrary to FCC standards. For
this reason, WGBH management and Legal Departments have
responded to and interpreted FCC ascertainment requirements
and methods as maximum rather than minimum standards. To
"go by the book" is a safer position, but it ultimately
compromises the independence of WGBH.
The second and equally significant reason for resistance
to developing improved ascertainment methods is largely a
function of the low priority ascertainment has been given
by those who must implement it and respond with programming
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that addresses the findings. More critical issues confront
WGBH such as a need for increased productivity in the face
of diminishing resources. The recent lockout labor dispute,
the haunting questions concerning the impact of developing
and encroaching technologies on the stability of WGBH (as
well as national PTV service), and proposed reductions of
federal support for PTV are of greater import to WGBH
decision-makers.
Changes in well-established procedures because of
their longevity and familiarity may be understood as an
obvious institutional constraint. Despite the inklings of
possibly positive and useful changes in ascertainment
strategies, the values, purpose and philosophy that are
deeply rooted within the Foundation are far more difficult
to adjust, and would perhaps prevail beyond the time frame
to take corrective and strategic action that acknowledges
the need for an adjustment in WGBH's corporate values.
Finally, why should WGBH needlessly waste time, effort and
money on developing improved ascertainment methods with
the forecast of federal deregulation and similar legislative
proposals for broadcasting that dispose of regulatory "red
tape" and its associated costs.
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II. ASCERTAINMENT
A. Existing System: Analysis of Strengths and Weak-
nesses
WGBH's existing system for performing ascertainment
includes three major components: The General Public Survey
(GPS), Community Leader Interviews (CLI), and Group Ascer-
tainment (GA). The purpose of the General/Public Survey,
conducted once during each three-year license period, is
to assess what the general public perceives to be the
community's problems, interests and needs. Community
Leader Interviews are held on an ongoing basis. Results
are compiled annually, for placement in WGBH's Public
Inspection File. These interviews, like the GPS, seek to
assess the community's problems needs and interests as
identified by representatives from nineteen areas of
expertise specified in the Community Leader Checklist.
Group Ascertainment is a subset procedure for conducting
Community Leader Interviews. "The Greater Boston Broad-
casters Consortium," composed of television and radio
stations in the Boston area, meets together monthly to
fulfill FCC quotas for Community Leader Interviews.
WGBH's ascertainment procedures ultimately net FCC
approval of WGBH's license renewal, of which ascertainment
is a key ingredient, and which cannot be overstated in its
importance to WGBH. On the other hand, this adherence to
a prescribed approach limits the development of creative
and useful methods that could help WGBH to enhance its
awareness of the diverse problems, needs and interests of
its service area, thereby targeting market shares. This
analysis of WGBH's current ascertainment process intends
to distinguish those methods and practices which are
effective and should be nurtured, from those which inhibit
the potential growth of WGBH's audience and should be
reconsidered.
15
The General Public Survey was contracted with a
specialized research firm, Tom Meyers and Associates in
1980. They interviewed 1,223 people by telephone, and 304
Black and Hispanic residents in person in order to insure
demographic balance. A questionnaire, that included geo-
graphic and demographic variables, was used to identify
respondents' opinions of the most important problems facing
their area. (See Appendix A) The result was a list of
seventeen "most important" problems cited in order of
frequency by respondents in the total metropolitan area.
(See Appendix B)
This General Public Survey, taken in the same year
of WGBH's license renewal, has the advantage of providing
results that are current when programming proposals are
formulated for the coming license period. The survey
method lists all verbatim responses, which are then ranked
by frequency of mention and classified by geographic and
demographics classification. (See Appendix C) These un-
altered specifications of perceived community problems
penetrate the categorical nature of overall problem areas,
e.g. "There's too many homes broken into around here," a
law enforcement or crime category. Producers can respond
by incorporating this concern into a particular program
dealing with crime. This feature was demonstrated when the
Associate. Producer for La Plaza, in planning a program on
crime, used the General Public Survey for insight into how
the Hispanic community perceived the crime problem..
Yet, the General Public Survey, as it has been execut-
ed, also carries some serious drawbacks. By projecting
programming over a three year period, based on problems
identified only in the year of license renewal, WGBH over-
looks the opportunity to gain ongoing, and perhaps more
immediately critical information. This practice ignores
16
the dynamics of political, social and economic change which
might give valuable and timely ideas for program planning.
For example, how could a 1977 General Public Survey take
into account the impacts of Proposition 2 or major tax
reform which could have generated information to help
develop local community affairs programming that treated
these issues. Another weakness is that no distinction is
made between city and suburban communities in the current
sampling methodology. The Home County sample number is
revealed, but there is no indication of the total interviews
with just the City of License residents. The problem in
this case is that, by no distinguishing urban from suburban
viewpoints, strategies for targeting programs cannot be as
precise. A more detailed critique of this, and other
current General Public Survey mothods, have been offered
to WGBH by a competitive ascertainment research firm. (See
Appendix D)
Community Leader Interviews are conducted "face-to-face"
and individually with about 220 community representatives,
identified by their position of authority in an organization,
or as recognized spokespersons for specific interest groups.
A Community Leader Checklist, that includes nineteen elements
commonly found in a community, is the basis for determining
the categories for community leader selection. A WGBH
manager interviews community leaders with regard to their
considerations of community problems and notes responses on
a "contact form". (See Appendix E) The findings from WGBH
community leader interviews, conducted in 1980 included a
list and short narrative of the ten problems most frequently
mentioned by all leaders. In addition, women, Blacks, and
Hispanics were subgrouped and the five most identified
problems for each subgroup were listed with narrative
summaries. (See Appendix F)
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The strengths of WGBH's Community Leader Interview
component are fairly straightforward. The community leader
checklist cover a broad spectrum of problem areas. Emphasis
is placed on the "representative" quality of the leader as
recognizable to a certain segment of community interests.
The inherent value is that these leaders have a level of
knowledge and expertise in their respective interest areas.
"Face-to-face" interviews personalize the dialogue, allow-
ing for more interaction between the leader and the WGBH
interviewer, Finally, because Community Leader Ascertainment
is ongoing, it keeps WGBH staff in touch with community
leaders on a regular basis, which has the added value of
sustaining good WGBH community relations.
In terms of the weaknesses of Community Leader Inter-
views, there are two major criticisms of the methodology.
First, although community leaders have been deemed "repre-
sentative", there is some question of whether they offer
only an "official" perspective rather than a more balanced,
community view that gives voice to the rank and file. A
WOSU-TV Columbus, Ohio research study criticized the tradi-
tional method for selecting a community opinion leader,
i.e. key informant designation, as being superficial with
results that are often unrepresentative of the perceived
needs of the community of interest. (This criticism is more
fully developed in a later section of this thesis which
reviews this particular study.) Secondly, Community Leader
Interviews do not elicit ideas for programming, opinions
of WGBH's performance, or how WGBH could service those
problems that leaders cite. These oversights eliminate the
potential for WGBH to learn from individuals who might have
significant, media-aware suggestions. The ascertainment
leader contact form was revised in 1980 to eliminate a
third question that concerned WGBH's programming. This
change appears to be in contradiction with the expanded
18
ascertainment initiatives of WGBH's CAB.
Another weakness in current WGBH procedures for Commu-
nity Leader Interviews is the practice of designation only
WGBH management as interviewers, despite a 50% allowance by
the FCC to use non-management staff as interviewers. If
nonmanagement staff were permitted to conduct interviews,
some of the burden on managers, who have greater demands
on their time, would be alleviated, and reduce the tendency
toward merely fulfilling Community Leader Interview quotas.
There is the added advantage that some nonmanagement staff
may have easier and more receptive access to certain commu-
nity leaders. For example, a prominent black state repre-
sentative from Boston presently refuses to participate in
ascertainment, because after years of cooperation, the
legislator did not see ascertained responses reflected in
programming on Boston television. If this, or any other
reluctant leader's opinion were valued and desired by WGBH,
perhaps a nonmanagement staffer might be better suited to
request and conduct the interview.
Finally, the double counting practice, in compiling
the second section of the Community Leader Checklist,
although acceptable to FCC regulations, is faulty because
it tends to fulfill quotas for minority and women inter-
viewed, e.g. a female and/or minority leader is counted
twice, once by area of expertise and once by sex or ethnic
group. By selecting persons on the basis of sex or ethnici-
ty in combination with their area of interest, the chance
for more diverse, individual points of view is missed.
Group Ascertainment follows the same methodology for
Community Leader Interviews with the one exception that
the interviews are conducted collaboratively with:Boston
television and radio broadcasters. These general sessions
are held monthly in the function room of a local hotel and
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attended by two management-level WGBH representatives. A
consortium member acts as host-moderator and initiates
the standard community leader discussion. The findings
are included with the WGBH Community Leader Interview
results already noted.
The advantage of this procedure is that it is both an
inexpensive and expedient way for WGBH to fulfill FCC
requirements for the Community Leader Interviews. Unlike
their commercial counterparts, WGBH does not enjoy either
the healthy profits or the discretionary dollars for
extensive community relations efforts. The strength of
group efforts is also valuable. Having attended one of
these sessions, there was an observable interaction of
broadcasters, during the time between interviews or no-
shows, sharing their views or interpretations of the
problem statements thus far gathered. The perceptive
manager has the chance to gain from local, commercial
television broadcasters, their market research predisposi-
tions regarding community problems and what they will,
will not, or currently do in terms of their programming
policies.
The major flaw of the Group Ascertainment practice
might be deemed a correlated response error. The difficul-
ty lies not in how problems are stated during these group
interviews, but a possible variance in perception that a
community leader may have in terms of the role and responsi-
bility of WGBH versus commercial broadcasting. Because of
the dominance of commercial broadcasters at these sessions,
the opportunity for participants to make this distinction
of WGBH, is overlooked. For example a community leader's
response to "the single most important problem facing their
community" may be identified as "inflation" to commercial
broadcasters. On the other had, because of its unique
public and educational characteristics or mission, WGBH
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might be addressed with the problem of "the deterioration of
the Boston Public Schools and the need for quality education
in the city." Without the chance for this possible differ-
entiation in problem identification, WGBH limits its own
ability to use ascertained needs for the development of
responsive programming.
Finally, because the major responsibilities for ascer-
tainment are, for the most part, split between the Legal
and Broadcast Departments, there is the advantage for
each department to direct its attention to more specific
areas of responsibility for the ascertainment process.
The Legal Department's emphasis is on matters of FCC
regulations governing ascertainment and the legalistic
fine points of ascertainment procedure that insure station
compliance for license renewal. The Broadcast Department
is responsible both for the execution of these ascertainment
procedures and the development of ten programs that are
directly responsive to the ten most important problems
ascertained, all of which must meet FCC approval. A type
of check and balance occurs. However, there is the possi-
bility of a double standard i.e. minimum compliance versus
maximum improvements, that creates an element of conflict
in terms of WGBH's responsibility to ascertain community
needs in a manner that can, in fact, translate into targeted
and responsive programming.
The existing WGBH ascertainment process is subjugated
by a strict adherence to FCC prescribed methods primarily
because of a limited interpretation of ascertainment's
purpose. Current efforts to improve traditional adcertain-
ment are the result of a growing awareness that predictable
outcomes and routinely performed procedures are indicative
of a general disregard for the spirit of ascertainment.
Although alternatives to existing methods do not necessarily
escape routine and predictability, which, to a large extent,
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are a function of bureaucratic attitudes, it may be argued
that organizational involvement in the choice of ascertain-
ment methods that are amenable to FCC regulations, as well
as practically applicable within organizational constraints,
has a better chance for nurturing the value of ascertainment.
New approaches could, in fact, produce findings that help.
WGBH to make programming decisions that are targeted and
more responsive to community needs assessments.
B. Alternatives to Existing System
Research concerning traditional and modified ascertain-
ment methods has resulted in the development of new approach-
es. The following four models offer alternative methods to
the existing system with certain parallels that may be
drawn to each of the three WGBH ascertainment components.
A marketing approach, like the General Public Survey, assess
a total population geographically and demographically, how-
ever, this method also identified a market segment with the
use of psychographic variables. The "user and provider
involvement" methods resemble Community Leader Interviews,
but suggest new bases for identifying community leaders.
Evaluation systems, as a fourth alternative, presents
existing methods for audience ascertainment, however, they
are not currently a part of the formal WGBH ascertainment
methodology.
1. Marketing Approach
Market research has long been employed by the private
sector for increased profit. More recently, marketing
strategies, which further identify market segments, offer
new approaches for a nonprofit organizdtion like WGBH to
provide products, services and communication to their total
broadcast audience. Psychographic market segmentation,
which identifies a market according to its behaviors and
attitudes, provides new television audience data that WGBH
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could employ as an alternative ascertainment approach.
The additional change to a differentiated marketing strate-
gy affords WGBH the opportunity to develop additional
audience segments and target programming more effectively.
A marketing approach as an alternative ascertainment
method, for consideration of this option, defines the WGBH
market geographically, in its broadest base, as the Channel
2, Grade B signal coverage area which includes Boston, the
City of License. (See Appendix G) The rationale is the
geo-specific relationship of the FCC's Ascertainment requi-
rements (which also include the lesser Grade B signal
coverage area of Channel 44) and the Foundation's responsi-
bility for conducting ascertainment as a part of its
license renewal application, which are, for the present,
interrelated under current FCC regulations. A more precise
goe-specific market definition, that considers the FCC
relationship, would be the Grade A signal contour area,
which includes Boston, the City of License. Certainly,
WGBH's programming markets go far beyond the geographic
definition for the proposed marketing alternative under
discussion in this section, nonetheless, of the top one
hundred television markets, WGBH is located in the Boston
television market which ranks fifth nationally.
A refined marketing strategy for WGBH may, in fact,
form the basis of an alternative ascertainment method,
the findings of which can be translated into targeted and
responsive programming. To paraphrase John S. Kerr, II,l'
a marketing approach urges public television to view the
public as consumers with various, evolving needs. The
1.
Kerr, John S. II., "Marketing: A Management Approach
for Public Broadcasting", Public Telecommunications Review,
July/August 1979 - Vol. 7, No. 4.
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effort becomes one of identifying needs and solving problems
for various groups of people. Current WGBH ascertainment
utilizes geographic and demographic market segmentation.
However, with the importance of increased audience analysis
to determine needs, tailor services, and remain responsive
in the expanding and competitive. television marketplace,
the consideration of psychographic market segment variables
provides a more precise audience analysis. Philip S.
Kotler2 ' defines psychographic to include those variables
that identify the individual behavior patterns of the
audience, (i.e. life style, personality, benefits sought,
user status, usage rate, loyalty status and readiness
stage). The design of the recent Qualitative Television
Ratings pretest reinforces the value of these variables.
The findings from a psychographically segmented market
analysis, as an alternative ascertainment method, could
provide WGBH programmers with new information for making
programming decisions.
A closer analysis of one of the psychographic variables,
"benefits sought", supports the notion that this type of
market data can be an extremely effective tool in gauging
an audience's needs with practical application to program-
ming. "Benefits sought" surveys the market on the basis
of desired services. The WGBH implied questions, "What do
you want to get from TV" or "What do you want to see on TV",
in all probability, might elicit responses like "entertain-
ment" or "news". However more specific verbatim responses
like, "popular music concerts", "career information" or
"youth affairs" could provide WGBH with valuable information
about market needs and tastes. In turn, these "ascertained
1.
Kotler, Philip S., Marketing for Non-Profit Organizations
(New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1975), pp. 106-108.
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needs" might help broadcast management/producers to evaluate
past programming efforts as well as make programming decisions
regarding new program concepts in terms of their type, format,
purpose and content. For example, "youth affairs" might be
developed into a teen-targeted program that uses an appeal-
ing format to deal with issues relevant to that market
segment.
There are other examples of the application of psycho-
graphic segmentation as a substitute marketing approach to
ascertainment. Implications, about the "user's status" in
regard to television viewing habits, could respond to the
':'when" issues that face program schedulers. The "readiness
stage" variable, by asking the respondent to distinguish
between Channel 2 and 5 news, or other specific programming,
could give some insight into the audience's ability to
perceive the differences between WGBH and WCVB program
marketing efforts. "Loyalty status", as it related to
specific program types or titles, offers an evaluation of
program efforts to help management and producers determine
whether they are reaching an audience, e.g. "Do you watch
"NOVA", "Say Brother", etc." These answers, matched with
respondent's geographic and demographic details, could
provide an even more revealing audience profile which would
help to measure whether targeted programs are, in fact,
reaching their intended audiences.
Kotler outlines several marketing strategies that an
organization may choose for developing market segments.
WGBH appears to employ a "concentrated" marketing strategy
based on Kotler's definition:
"Concentrated marketing occurs when or organization
decides to divide the market into meaningful segments
and devote its major marketing effort to one segment.
Instead of spreading itself thin in many parts of the
market, it concentrates on serving a particular market
segment well. Through concentrated marketing the
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organization usually achieves a strong following and
standing in a particular market segment. It enjoys
greater knowledge of the market's segments needs and
behavior and it also achieves operating economies
through specialization in production, distribution
and promotion." (p 109)
A profile of WGBH's targeted segment in accordance with
a concentrated marketing strategy includes suburban as the
geographic specification and upper income, well-educated,
white and upper class, as the demographic specifications,
(i.e. an elitist market).
Because WGBH enjoys the privilege of having two tele-
vision services in.the same market, there is the possibility
of WGBH to attain a more precise knowledge of the segments'
needs and behavior. Therefore, WGBH could ideally be
operating in a "differentiated" marketing mode, (i.e. one
which operates in two or more market segments with separate
products for each.) Kotler points out that "limited
resources"often force an organization to make use of the
concentrated marketing strategy. This could be the case
with WGBH, justifying its concentrated marketing stance at
the expense of realizing the benefits of other market seg-
ments' needs, regardless of possessing two TV services in
the same market. The question, "how small is too small"
in terms of targeting an audience size becomes relevant
insofar as the employment of a differentiated marketing
strategy. This differentiated strategy, along with an
analysis of segmenting variables, might earn WGBH greater
loyalties by making fuller use of both Channels 2 and 44,
offering a variety and diversity of programs, which are
tailored to more than one segment's desires.
2. User Group Involvement
Another alternative to the formal WGBH ascertainment
process considers the involvement of television consumers,
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by user subgroups, in the assessment of their perceived
problems. Current ascertainment identifies the needs
peculiar to subgroups based on race, sex, age and locale:
the random General Public Survey subgroups problems by demo-
graphic and geographic classification; Community Leader
Interviews are conducted with "representatives" of sub-
groups. What distinguishes this approach from traditional
ascertainment methods is that members of a subgroup of the
general population actively participate in the process.
Specific subgroups that might be of particular interest to
WGBH ascertainment are: youth, women, elderly, minorities
(ethnic and racial), handicapped, "blue/white collar"
workers, business-men, etc. By involving members of a
subgroup into a first hand assessment of their common
problems, needs and interests, the ascertainment process
may, more effectively, produce results that are thematic
and translatable into programming that targets the sub-
group's needs responsively. For example, a group of high
school students from the Boston area could be asked what
problems critically confront their age group. From the
findings, WGBH programmers might be able to form a more
accurate picture of teenage students and create program
treatments that address this subgroup.
The process of ascertaining a subgroup population
requires a careful plan and execution of the procedures.
The initial concern would be how to select members of the
subgroup who will participate in the ascertainment. The
degree of the ascertainment group's representativeness
would be as important to the validity and reliability of
this approach as to other ascertainment processes. The
selection of subgroup representatives would be based on a
cross section of the subgroup in terms of pertinent demo-
graphic and/or geographic variables; stratified random
sampling. For example, if a group of Boston area high
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school students were selected for participation in an ascer-
tainment process, which is designed to identify student
problems and request their television solutions, the group
would include a range of poor, average, and above average
students. However, if the purpose were to plan programming
for teenagers in general, those who do not attend school
would also be included. The selected students would
represent a demographic cross section of their group. In
addition, the participants would be selected on the basis
of their leadership in the group, their willingness to
volunteer, or possibly by popular vote of the subgroup.
Participants would then be invited to a "session" (meeting,
dinner, etc.) at WGBH, or some more accesssible site to the
group members.
In order to achieve the objectives of ascertainment,
WGBH planners should determine how to formulate questions
or plan discussions that elicit an accurate depiction of
key problems and needs that can be translated into targeted
and responsive programming ideas. Two possible methods
for generating a problem list could be: either a written
brainstorm by each member, of his/her significant problems,
followed by "round robin" statements which would insure
individual input; or a checklist form distributed to each
member, which contained about twenty possible problems and
interests relevant to the group including an "other" cate-
gory. Moderated by a WGBH staffer, or an experienced group
leader, a follow-up to either procedure would be a discussion
to establish a group priority list. The final procedure
would be a group discussion that allows individuals to
contribute their ideas for program content, format and
scheduling. This procedure would be facilitated by an
explanation of television program format/scheduling options
and/or the distribution of a pre-designed form. After the
completion of this exercise, group members would be asked
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how they learn about WGBH programs, (i.e. television guide,
newspapers, etc.) as pertinent data research for WGBH
promotion efforts.
Ultimately the success of these procedures is contingent
upon a sensitivity to the subgroup's frame of reference,
well-designed forms, a comfortable setting, and the moder-
ator's skill and expertise in group dynamics. A minimum of
six WGBH management/producers would be encouraged to attend,
and to facilitate and interact with participants in the
group process.
3. Provider Group Involvement
A third alternative to conventional ascertainment
would consist of provider group input. A provider, in this
case, is defined generally as someone with expertise in a
specific area (e.g. social and human service, cultural,
linguistic etc.) who represents an organization or institu-
tion that provides these services to others. The provider
is similar, in their leadership, professional or other
official characteristics, to those chosen by WGBH for
Community Leader ascertainment. In some cases they are
probably the same people. The choice of provider group
candidates is obviously not as problematic as the selection
criteria for user groups because of their limited numbers
and specialty areas. Provider subgrouping would include:
education, social and human services, health care, or any
of the nineteen categories found in the Community Leader
Checklist. However, "provider" selections would be based
on designation by their constituency, (e.g. teachers might
be selected by students).
The meeting with the provider subgroup would be conduct-
ed in a similar fashion to that of user groups. The major
difference would be: fewer provider subgroup participants,
less emphasis on formal group processes, and facilitation
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by station management teams. This meeting would stress an
interaction among participants. In order to achieve this
type of process, certain preparation would be made. Initial-
ly, invitation letters would be sent that included a state-
ments of general themes derived from needs assessments,
which have been done on an ongoing basis by WGBH, and a
request for participants to seriously consider issues
concerning their constituency that might penetrate stereo-
typical, rote types of responses. This information would
greatly assist WGBH programmers -to get below the categorical
surface of problems and help to establish priorities that
conformed to the group's needs, thereby increasing the
possibility of programming which could speak to this
intended audience, On the day of the meeting, WGBH mana-
gement/producers would spend a few hours with participants
in an open-ended, and at times directed, discussion regard-
ing the concerns of the group members, in order to establish
problem priorities, and solicit program ideas that might
better reach their constituencies. WGBH development staff
would inquire where funding could be secured to produce
proposed programs. This process would be more enhanced by
requesting participants to send annual reports or more
current information about their group.
4. Evaluation Systems
There are a number of evaluative methods that could be
interpreted as alternatives to the existing system of ascer-
tainment; for example, audience responses, in the form of
program mail, to Channel 2 and 44. For this method to be
of any use, as far as determing problems, needs and
interests, mail would have to be analyzed for more than
just what FCC program category it fits into, but the nature
of why the response was favorable or unfavorable. (See
Appendix H) Top-rated Channel 2 programs ratings might
also be included, however, there is little information to
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be found, other than by subjective deduction or what the
program's competition was in the market, that helps to
identify community problems. (See Appendix I) Additional-
ly, very few locally-targeted programs appear in these
ratings.
Perhaps the best alternative or supplement to convent-
ional ascertainment would be an evaluation like the WGBH-
Boston and Corporation for Public Broadcasting - Office of
Communications Research cosponsored study, The Target Audi-
ences for Two Local Programs -- SAY BROTHER and LA PLAZA.
The study was conducted by Patricia Harris in 1980. The
results contained many similar characteristics of the
General Public Survey, but went far beyond conventional
practices. The survey included: respondent's evaluations
of both programs, (positive and negative aspects of each),
as well as scheduling issues. Most importantly, it exten-
sively solicited the perceived problems and needs of "Say
Brother" and "La Plaza" respondents (See Appendix J.) The
study also generated a list of the fifteen most mentioned
community problems (See Appendix K) The study provided the
producers of "Say Brother" and " La Plaza" with a more
detailed, and hard to come by, evaluation of programming
efforts, and insights into significant problems needs and
interests of their actual audiences. The study also provid-
ed management with specific target audience information that
was, to this point, unmeasurable and unknown.
At the outset, employment of any alternative approach
to the existing system of ascertainment for WGBH, in terms
of evaluative options, should be viewed as supplemental or
experimental, in the context of existing legalistic con-
straints. WGBH is currently bound by the FCC's ascertainment
requirements, regardless of imminent deregulation of PTV.
Additionally, any novel propositions for executing ascer-
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tainment of community problems, however innovative or use-
ful, would probably meet some initial resistance within the
organization. Even though federally mandated ascertainment
requirements have only been in effect since 1976, a relati-
vely short period of time to be deemed traditional, depar-
ture from standard ascertainment policies and procedures
would likely encounter resistance to change, a factor
inherent in most bureaucratic organizations. For WGBH to
change its strategy would be one type of institutional
learning. For it to change its strategy, as well as it
values, would be the ultimate form of institutional learning.
C. Criteria for Evaluating Improvements in Ascertain-
ment
Ascertainment methodology must be in compliance with
FCC regulations as a necessary prerequisite for WGBH's
license renewal, Therefore, alternatives to the existing
system should be regarded, for the present, as experimental
and supplemental until first authorized by top WGBH mana-
gement in concert with its legal counsel, and sanctioned by
the FCC in its approval of WGBH's license renewal applica-
tion. The criteria, outlined in this section, evaluate
improved methods for ascertainment in terms of minimally
being complements, within the spirit of ascertainment's
founding. These criteria are inclusive and therefore,
provide a framework for the comparison of traditional and
alternative ascertainment methods in terms of improvements.
General Evaluative Criteria:
1. Participants are a representative, cross
section on the basis of pertinent demographic,
geographic and/or psychographic variables.
2. The problem identification method specifies
a request from respondents for their percep-
tions of major community problems (i.e. what
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is wrong), needs (i.e. what are the solutions),
and interests (i.e. what would motivate you
to choose the television program).
3. The problem identification method further
employs a series of open-ended questions,
with additional qualifiers that distinguish
perceived needs from real ones.
4. Programming ideas, as potential solutions to
assessed problems, are gathered.
5. Program scheduling preferences are requested.
6. Sources of information about television pro-
gramming options are solicited.
7. WGBH management/staff are involved in, and
in agreement with, the planning process.
8. WGBH management staff weighs options with
trade-off considerations, and establishes
priorities in programming applications based
on results from needs assessments.
9. Comments on WGBH's performance record are
requested.
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III. ASCERTAINMENT EXPERIMENTS
A. The WGBH Community Advisory Board Jamaica Plain
Needs Assessment Meeting: A Summative Evaluation
Background
Thursday, March 19 marked the initiation of a propos-
ed series of community meetings to be held in cities and
towns in the WGBH service area, to better assess local
community problems, needs and interests. This effort,
recommended to the WGBH Board of Trustees by the Community
Advisory Board in April 1980, was an initial step in
generating more than the very broad categorization of
community concerns that traditional ascertainment procedures
typically yield. The purpose of the March meeting was,
in fact, to supplement the current ascertainment procedure
used by the station.
WGBH's current approach to ascertainment is well with-
in the FCC guidelines. However, WGBH feels that even more
can be done to insure that television programming is
responsive to neighborhood needs and interests.
The Jamaica Plain Meeting convened at the Connolly
Branch of the Boston Public Library. The main objective
of the meeting was to assess one specific neighborhood's
views of how television in general, and public television
in particular, could better serve that community. The
April 1980 WGBH CAB Report to the Trustees included a
recommendation "That WGBH begin a more extensive and on-
going process of assessing and defining community problems,
educational and cultural needs and interests." The CAB
also noted, in the same report, "That special interest
data in the 1979 Programming Information Book is based on
categories supplied by PBS." The inference here is, that
as encompassing as the standard categories are, they must
be fine-tuned to each local service area. The Jamaica
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Plain Needs Assessment Meeting tested an approach to imple-
ment the CAB's recommendation to the Trustees and station
Management.
Planning the Jamaica Plain Meeting
Jamaica Plain was chosen because of its diverse
demographic composition, manageability as an initial site,
and its familiarity to the CAB and staff. Planners of
the Jamaica Plain Community Meeting also pointed out that
other Boston neighborhoods such as the South End and
Roxbury had, for years, been the subject of a great deal
of social research. Key CAB planners were: Peter Calca-
terra, Betty Cook, Barry Gaither, Regla Guerra, John Gould
and Jean McGuire. From the WGBH Management and staff,
planners included Broadcast Manager, David Liroff; Broad-
cast Program Supervisor, Valerie Kilpatrick; Senior
Researcher-Broadcast, Tomas Rivera; CAB Coordinator, Beth
Pile; and CAB Staff Assistant, Molly Sawyer. It was this
group that generated an initial list of potential candi-
dates who might fit the basic description of the "types"
of Jamaica Plain residents sought. The overall objective
was to find 15-25 persons that would reflect the demo-
graphic mix and diverse political persuasions in the area.
The intention was to invite these local "leaders" to an
interactive session with WGBH personnel to discuss local
concerns. CAB members and WGBH Management wanted to
involve individuals who normally are not ascertained by
broadcast stations, (public or commercial), but who are
recognized for their civic activism and knowledge of
community issues. The CAB members and WGBH staff made the
final determination of whom to invite.
The original design for the meeting, suggested by the
CAB, implied that a neutral group moderator might best
facilitate the process of interaction and reduce the
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possibility of biased responses. Lawrence Susskind, head
of M.I.T.'s Department of Urban Studies and Planning, was
recruited for this role. Professor Susskind was chosen
for his background in community planning, specifically
his interest in and experience with dispute resolution
techniques, and his personal interest in telecommunications.
WGBH staff contacted potential neighborhood partici-
pants by telephone, providing an overview of the intent
of the Jamaica Plain Meeting and requesting their atten-
dance on March 19. Follow up letters were sent. A
second round of telephone calls was made to remind every-
one of the meeting. A briefing with Larry Susskind,
David Liroff, Beth Pile, and Tomas Rivera took place on
February 27 to review and refine some of the elements of
the Jamaica Plain Meeting agenda and methodology. Profes-
sor Susskind suggested several possible approaches to
involve everyone at the meeting. These were agreed upon,
deviating somewhat from the CAB's proposed methodology.
The initial CAB proposal called for participants to
identify and then prioritize in a series of "exercises",
the interests and concerns of Jamaica Plain. Dr. Susskind
suggested a series of exercises that would achieve the
prioritizing elements that were felt to be essential and
would additionally "bridge the gap" between stated needs
and interests and participant's preferences for how these
needs and interests should be translated into actual
programming concepts. It was an intriguing new dimension.
The February 27 meeting ended with a preliminary idea,
if not the details, of the exercises that would be carried
out. Professor Susskind volunteered to design the final
scheme of activities to take place at the Jamaica Plain
Meeting.
The Jamaica Plain Meeting
Barry Gaither, CAB spokesperson, described the
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evolution and purpose of the meeting to about twenty-two
JP residents, seven WGBH staffers, and four other CAB
members. Mr. Gaither cited the CAB's interest in deve-
loping more effective and precise community needs assess-
ments that would give management and producers more
accurate and locally sensitive information to translate
into responsive local programming. The meeting was
then turned over to Professor Susskind who outlined the
objectives for the evening's agenda. While informal
discussion about the methodology for the meeting took
place at Tomas Rivera's residence immediately before
the JP meeting, WGBH staffers, up to that point, had no
idea how Professor Susskind's strategy would translate
specifically into actual events at the community ascertain-
ment meeting. Professor Susskind had developed two indi-
vidual/group exercises as well as an evaluation form (See
Attachment L).
The first exercise asked participants to fill out
their "Ideal TV Schedule," assuming that 1) television
programming should be completely responsive to the needs
of their neighborhood, and 2) that there was only one TV
station and it originated in JP. (See Appendix L) Small
groups of about six community members, assisted by WGBH
staff and CAB members, spent about one hour synthesizing
their individual responses (or preferences) into a group
response. A summary of each group's findings was presented
orally by a member of each group and charted for the entire
group by Professor Susskind. It soon became clear that
little remained to begin the second exercise. Rather than
attempt to execute the Spending Priorities exercise which
was intended to focus participants' attention on the pro-
duction.value of prime time viewing, Dr. Susskind encouraged
fuller discussion of the results of the first exercise.
The meeting concluded with some informal discussion among
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all participants while "Comment and Evaluation" forms were
filled out.
Evaluation
For a first effort, the "expanded" community ascertain-
ment attempt jointly accomplished by WGBH and its CAB, in
this investigator's view, must be regarded as no less
than an outstanding overall success. Of twenty-two
invited participants, eighteen attended. While there
might be some criticism that the Jamaica Plain group was
unrepresentative because of the large contingent of "profes-
sional meeting-goers." this is exactly the group that was
desired for expanded ascertainment initiatives. It was
the intent of the CAB and WG5H staff to identify "grass-
roots," or "socially-designated" JP neighborhood leaders.
A remark that several other Jamaica Plain meetings had to
be cancelled so that the invited guests could attend the
WGBH meeting was not said completely in jest. Those who
were drawn to the meeting came in part because of their
overall community activism and in part because of their
awareness of the importance of television in their lives.
They also came because they were asked by WGBH for their
advice. The invitation made them feel that their views
were important and that they were recognized for their
often unnoticed community work.
A cursory review of the "Ideal TV Schedule" exercise
findings not only provided some specific programming
suggestions, but also demonstrated the impact of tele-
vision scheduling on everyday life. In much the same
way that the novice video maker initially imitates tele-
vision, the Jamaica Plain respondents, given the freedom
of scheduling preferences, chose to imitate a great deal
of conventional television scheduling. For example, ten
of the fifteen ideal TV schedules turned in by individuals
at the conclusion of the meeting preferred "news" in the
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7-9 am slot, five preferred news in the 11 am-1 pm slot,
and nine cited a news preference in the 6-8 pm slot.
Also, game shows, movies, and entertainment appeared in
their traditional time slots. There was a strong interest
in news programming as evidenced by the frequency and
diversity of news scheduling responses and several positive
comments about "The Reporters," a program that provided in-
depth and follow-up coverage of local news stories. It
seemed that participants were satisfied with conventional
news scheduling, but had very specific ideas about changes
in news content. A skeptical evaluator might cite the
dominance of news and public affairs and informational
program preferences as predictable outcomes, particularly
when respondents knew that public television was making the
inquiry. Another view, though, is that urban residents
have come to rely on television as their key source of
information about events going on around them.
Categories of topical concern generated by the Jamaica
Plain group included health, energy and the economy. Other,
perhaps more novel program descriptions included: children's
after-school specials related to school and summer experi-
ences; new programs with equal emphasis on local and nation-
al issues and events (and "Spanish titles"); youth affairs
and news; local artist's documentaries; student and elderly
"devised" programs; a mother's counseling program; identify
the song; the best of Hispanic literature on stage; amateur
programming from senior sites; quiet music and positive
thoughts to start out the day; "how-to" build, fly, manage
finances and sew; practical mainstreaming information for
recent immigrants in their native language, etc. Clearly,
the participants had no trouble generating programming.
There were, as might be expected, some members of the
WGBH staff who had problems with the process as well as
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reservations about conclusions drawn from such a small
sample. Most of their concerns can be handled. Ratings,
and levels of viewer support, may be better long-term
tests of the responsiveness of local programming.
The "Ideal TV Schedule" exercise did not force parti-
cipants to answer the question, "How can PTV service local
community needs better?" The answer to this question must
be assumed, or drawn from inferences, based on descriptive
programming preferences suggested by the respondents. This
is a strength, not a weakness, of this method of expanded
ascertainment. Residents take responsibility for translat-
ing their concerns into responsive programming ideas. On
the other hand, given a group capable of providing an
informed response to the general question, it might have
been useful to ask the general question as well. In other
words, the procedure may have been too indirect. In
addition to the Ideal TV Schedule exercise, a more focused
and interactive discussion may have been useful to elicit
statements of specific needs. For example, the suggestion
that "news for youth" be added to the program schedule
might have been examined more carefully. Perhaps some
light could have been shed on whether TV is the appropriate
medium to serve th need implied. As originally planned, the
JP session was supposed to include time for participants
to have direct dialogue with CAB and station personnel, to
offer their opinions of PTV in general, and-more specific-
ally, to indicate what they like and do not like about WGBH.
It turned out that there was limited interaction between
neighborhood participants and the WGBH representatives.
The Ideal Schedule exercise did help to surface some of
this opinion, but in an indirect way. Indirect responses
to some of the things WGBH wanted to learn leaves WGBH in
the position of having to draw broader conclusions from
the pilot Jamaica Plain.Needs Assessment Meeting. Time
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did not allow for the "Spending Priorities" exercise or
engagement in follow-up discussion to cross check, or
synthesize the three sub-groups' Ideal TV Schedule schemes
for Jamaica Plain. More time for discussion and completion
of the second exercise might have produced a more precise
specification for problems and needs.
Six "Comment and Evaluation" sheets have been return-
ed to date. The following is a summary of the responses
to each question.
1) The overall response to the meeting was favorable,
e.g. well organized and administered, enlightening
and worthwhile. The respondents were pleased with
the opportunity to participate in the process of
designing programming concepts and schedules that
would meet the needs and interests of their commu-
nity. They also indicated satisfaction in discov-
ering the diversity of ideas within their own
numbers.
2) The participants expressed a hope that WGBH would
find ways to incorporate their suggestions into
the daily programming at WGBH They felt this
type of dialogue was critical to the development
of programming that would speak to the broad
range of individual and community needs.
3) Follow-up suggestion:, the desire for more meetings
and discussions that would insure that PTV listens
to its potential audiences; a similar exercise
from a more genuine cross section of the community,
especially youth.
WGBH managers and producers in attendance at the
Jamaica Plain Meeting were also asked to fill out the
"Comment and Evaluation" sheet. The following summarized
their responses:
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1) For the most part, WGBH staff felt the meeting
was useful, positive, informative, and a good
initial test of the concept. WGBH staff enjoyed
having the meeting in the Jamaica Plain "home
territory" and hearing the community's ideas
about programming. The staff viewed the exercise
as a beneficial means of generating ideas for the
local programming season. The use of an outside
neutral facilitator was well received. The major
criticisms were: the meeting was too long; the
process should be streamlined so as to complete
the planned agenda; there should be more discus-
sion to qualify the relationship between respon-
dent's programming choices and the community's
needs that would be served by participant's
program descriptions.
2) There was unanimous agreement that meetings of
this type would help producers understand the
community's television programming needs, provid-
ed that producers attend the meetings. There was
a strong feeling that producer participation
would confirm things they already knew, illuminate
things they might not be aware of, and generate
new programming ideas and formats. Finally, the
staff felt the process would improve and augment
WGBH community relations.
3) Major suggestions in planning future meetings
pointed out by station staff were: a shorter,
tighter agenda; a better grounding for participants
to understand the mission of WGBH; discussing the
producer's dilemma in coming up with new and
innovative ideas; finally, more time for direct
and informal discussion with community participants.
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All in all, the idea of "a more extensive" process of
needs assessment came to fruition. The effectiveness and
commitment of the CAB in following through on its own
recommendation was crucial.
Recommendations
The Jamaica Plain type of local community needs assess-
ment should be continued, encouraged, and supported. In
planning future efforts, the station should consider the
following:
- The next attempt should leave time to complete all
of the exercises in order to determine priorities
given limited programming resources.
- The introduction section of the meeting should
provide participants with more background about
WGBH and the purpose of the meeting, e.g. responses
need not be limited to PTV programming stereotypes
because WGBH is conducting the meeting.
- WGBH staffers in attendance should be thoroughly
briefed on the mechanics and purpose of the meeting
especially if they are to carry out group facilita-
tor roles.
- The exercises should be abbreviated, i.e. broader
time intervals in exercise (1) to allow for more
direct interaction among participants, station
staff, and CAB members. This might be accomplished
by mailing exercises in advance with the meeting
confirmation letters. This would also help parti-
cipants come prepared and give them more of an
idea of what will be discussed.
- WGBH news representatives should attend the meetings.
- WGBH must give consideration to the kind of follow-
up it can provide through local programming.
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B. Related Ascertainment Experiments
Since the establishment of the ascertainment require-
ment for the public broadcasting industry, research on
alternative ascertainment strategies has been given signi-
ficant attention by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting
(CPB). The CPB documented six ascertainment experiments
described in terms of their intentions, results and impli-
cationsi' Particularly relevant to WGBH is the WOSU,
Columbus, Ohio experiment, "Method Dependent Opinion Leader-
ship: Implications for. Ascertainment of Black Community
Needs for Public Television Stations", (pp. 37-47).
The main purpose of the Columbus experiment was to
evaluate methods for identifying opinion leaders, (self-
designation, social designation, key informant designation,
or volunteer), relative to their effectiveness in distinguish-
ing "real" community leaders, (i.e. those who could ascertain
the problems, needs and interests of a community as the
community perceived them). The WOSU study analyzed each
method and compared the community leaders selected, with
regard to: their perception of community and personal
problems, their media and communication patterns, and
their social and demographic characteristics. The overall
intent of the WOSU research was to determine the most
reliable means of choosing leaders who would be able to
identify perceived problems, needs and interests within
their perspective communities, in manner that could be
converted into programming ideas.
The WOSU experiment method employed a general survey
of Black adults living in Columbus, Ohio, An open-ended
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, Office of Commu-
nication Research, Six Experiments in Ascertainment Metho-
dology, Washington, D.-C., 1977
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questionnaire asked respondents to identify: (1) the three
most important problems facing the Black community in
Columbus, (2) the two most important problems facing them
personally, (3) who they perceived were the most important
leaders in the community, (4) their most important source
of information for community or personal problems, and (5)
the people they went.to for advice on a community problem.
In addition, respondents were asked how television could
help to solve problems in the Black community. Respondents
also specified their radio, newspaper and television expo-
sure. Finally, standard social and demographic indicators
were used.
The WOSU study produced profiles of opinion leaders,
which varied considerably for each of the four methods.
The major outcomes of the experiment were: (1) opinion
leader types appeared to be fairly independent of one another;
each method revealed different people; (2) the four opinion
leader types significantly differed in terms of (a) their
perception of community and personal problems; (b) their
communication patterns and media use; and (c) their social
and demographic characteristics. A differentiation between
"invisible" and "visible" leader types also surfaced as a
relevant factor in the identification of opinion leaders.
The results of the experiment suggest some very signi-
ficant considerations for the Community Leader component
of the ascertainment process. "Self-designated" opinion
leaders, although recognized for their ability to perceive
community problems had been eliminated since their limited
range of experiences, because of lower education and level
of information, lessened the significance of their input.
"Volunteer" opinion leaders, identified by call-ins to WOSU-
TV spots, had been discounted because they were less well-
integrated into the community, and their perceptions of the
problems were less likely to reflect the problems of the
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larger community. Moreover, since they already relied on
media for their information, their input would not broaden
the base for larger viewership. Key informant opinion
leaders had been criticized because they did not necessari-
ly represent the voice of the community. Key informants
had been characterized by their longevity and higher social
status in the community. Their perceptions of community
problems varied greatly on every level. Yet, they have
been preferred ascertainment choices as community represen-
tatives because they are "easier to talk with" and more
cost effecient to discover. However, of the four methods
studied, "socially designated" opinion leaders, (i.e. those
to whom community members turn for advice about their
problems) appeared to be the real, though often invisible
leaders with acceptable insights into community problems,
for the members of the community who have the problems.
The critical implication of these results for ascer-
tainment procedures is that broadcasters need to seriously
reexamine their current methods for selecting community
leaders. This is based on the premise that by soliciting
more representative views of community problems, needs and
interests, more responsive and targeted programming decisions
would be made. WGBH, in utilizing this methodology, might
receive a more accurate understanding of community
problems and the subtleties of market segments.
In planning and designing the WGBH Jamaica Plain
Ascertainment Experiment, WGBH management was inspired
by certain aspects of the "Nominal Group Process" ascertain-
ment model employed by WHA-TV, Madison, Wisconsin. The
WHA-TV experiment was formulated with the basic intentions
of: discovering new community leaders who could reflect
problems, needs and interests of their respective commu-
nities, and soliciting program ideas that leaders would con-
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sider responsive to their expressed concerns. In addition,
the station's effort was motivated by a desire to broaden
community public relations through the opportunity for a
dialogue between the selected volunteer community leaders
and WHA-TV station representatives who would also include
the participation of CAB members.
The method applied aproaches to the process that
would insure an individualized participation and a conclu-
sive problems/programs list. The procedure identified a
community outside the City of License, which had the larg-
est volume of correspondence to the station. Volunteers,
from the volunteer corps, "Friends of Channel 21", and
from the selected community, designated 12-15 community
leaders who represented a good cross section of that commu-
nity. The ascertainment session followed an informal
dinner at a local restaurant. After participants individ-
ually brainstormed 5 problems, a round-robin discussion
identified a list of problems. From this master list,
the group reached a consensus of five problem priorities.
Each participant was then asked to select the most important
issue to his/her community and, given a hypothetical amount
of money, suggest a program production that responded to
the problem.
The net results of this experiment indicated that
eight problems, needs and interests, which had been ident-
ified through traditional community leader interviews, were
corroborated by key issues that surfaced at these sessions,
and useful programming ideas were generated. The long
term values were: (1) results can be used to.fulfill FCC
ascertainment requirements, and (2) new community leaders
can be identified. This departure from traditional methods
of ascertainment, in terms 'of who is ascertained, and what
is asked, as well as the expanded community relations,
paralleled the WGBH Jamaica Plain Ascertainment Experiment.
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IV. RESPONSIVE PROGRAMMING
A. Existing Process of Programming Based on Tradition-
al Ascertainment
The current WGBH process of translating ascertained
problems into programming is based on, for the most part,
compliance to FCC minimum standards for WGBH license
renewal. Annually, WGBH must compile a list of programs,
that respond to no more than ten priority problems ' gener-
ated by ascertainment, and place it in the WGBH Public
Inspection File. Every three years, the Problems/Programs
List must be submitted to the FCC along with WGBH's license
renewal application. The FCC "expects" that the programs
aired in response to the problems' list are "primarily"
locally produced. Therefore, the focus of "responsive
programming" issues is on WGBH management who are respon-
sible for local programming. The Community Affairs Depart-
ment bears the heaviest burden of meeting the FCC's
compliance standards, even though national/PBS programming
(e.g. NOVA, MacNeil-Leher Report) and the WGBH News Depart-
ment also contribute.
Although management meets bi-monthly with local produ-
cers and monthly among other key staff, ascertainment is
seldom a topic of discussion. Community leader ascertain-
ment results, compiled quarterly, are routinely circulated
to programming staff for consideration in program planning
priorities. Results of the General Public Survey are also
distributed every three years; producers are only reminded
of their existence. Ascertainment results, as they might
translate into programming, are usually not given top
1.
WGBH Problems List, 1980: Economy, Unemployment/
Poverty, Education, Energy/Environment, Elderly, Urban
Development, Crime/Public Safety, Government, Housing and
Health.
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priority because of a lack of management directives, i.e.
projections from producers on possible program treatments,
responsive to ascertainment, are not requested on a regular
basis. Therefore, an individual producer is able to inter-
pret his/her own meaning of responsive programming.
Traditionally, WGBH producers have enjoyed a great
deal of autonomy in program decision-making. Furthermore,
because producers feel that they have a closer contact with
either community problems or contemporary social issues,
they tend to feel that they are already aware of relevant
program content ideas. Finally, because ascertainment
findings are viewed as predictable, and the process as
routine, producers relegate little importance to the
results. -To some extent this posture is not surprising,
given management's respect for producers' professionalism
which implies a sensitivity to the value and nature of
ascertainment. A dilemma arises from this autonomy of
most producers who ultimately make program decisions, and
the responsibility of management to maintain a more precise
perspective of ascertainment requirements. However, in
contrast, producers of locally-targeted programs, (e.g.
"Say Brother" and "La Plaza"), have a lesser degree of
autonomy because they are relegated with a greater accounta-
bility for "minority" programming that meets FCC compliance
criteria.
Limited program planning, coupled with the lack of a
follow-up method that requires and evaluates local program
projections responsive to ascertained needs, result in the
compilation of a Problems/Programs.List, for the most part,
as an afterthought. In addition, local program productions
are often not planned well in advance to allow for the
coordination of other departments. This inflexibility and
isolation of departments, typical of bureaucratic organi-
zations, might be lessed by program planning strategies
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that took these obstacles into account.
Underlying any weaknesses previously mentioned in the
existing programming process, as it responds to ascertained
needs, are some basic, but critical gaps that face WGBH
program decision-makers. First, limited resources inhibit
management/producers who know what programming they want
to produce, but cannot, because the money just is not
there. Second, the historic mission of WGBH does not match,
or never identifies what ascertainments say; traditional
ascertainments have flaws, or the original ascertainment
mandates are no longer relevant. .Third, the information
from needs assessments is not fully utilized in the
resource allocation process.
B. Alternatives for Responsive Programming
The following section proposes two responsive program-
ming strategies to be considered as hypothetical alternatives
to the existing system of programming which is based on
traditional ascertainment. The first, Teen Target, is a
programming/marketing approach aimed at developing the
teenage segment of WGBH's potential market.. The second
approach suggests how the existing local programming struc-
ture at WGBH could be employed to respond to ascertainment
findings.
1. Teen Target
Teenagers, a large segment of the WGBH television
market, have been relatively unnoticed in terms of program-
ming that targets this audience. At present, WGBH demogra-
phic audience percentages indicate that youth, aged 12-17
comprise the lowest viewership of any other age group. It
may be argued that, regardless of WGBH's market development
priorities, this statistic is also the result of a lack of
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youth participation, in the ascertainment process. This
oversight of youth needs assessment, and consequently,
youth targeted programming, seems to be in contradiction
with WGBH's "commitment to help different community groups
find a positive reflection of their own identities
and come to know each other's strengths as well as problems."
(April, 1981 CAB Report to the Trustees, p. 85). Perhaps
in the scramble for market shares, this inattention is
justifiable, given that commercial broadcasting already
inundates this age group with predominantly light entertain-
ment, sponsored by products consumed by teens. Despite
the philosophical criticism of being unresponsiveness to
youth, WGBH has ironically overlooked a demographic market
segment (age group) which grows into new demographic market
segments (older age groups) as well as consumers of local
business services (i..e. Strawberries, Tech Hi-Fi, etc.)
that could be potential underwriters for youth-targeted
programming.
Youth programming efforts could be more targeted if
they were based on needs assessments from this age group.
An alternative method to traditional ascertainment, out-
lined in Chapter II, identified the involvement of "user
groups", subgrouped by age, race, etc. The Jamaica Plain
Experiment, reported in Chapter III, had as one of its
findings, the participation of youth in the ascertainment
process.
This treatment for hypothetical youth programming
suggests topics, formats and approaches which had been
drawn from 15-19year olds who attend.Madison Park High
School in Boston, participated in a television production
course and were management staff members of WMPB-TV 3,
closed circuit television for the school Student program
ideas were generated from the results of a needs assessment
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of the student body which identified the most frequent
problems, needs and interests mentioned. Student producers
then brainstormed program ideas that might be considered
responsive, some of which were developed into actual
productions and presented to the student body. Four
program types included programming ideas for each category:
A. Entertainment: 1. Music/Dance program, hosted by
student DJ talents attended by
local teenagers and featuring
locally, and maybe nationally,
popular musical groups.
2. Teen soap opera, "General High",
potentially syndicated national-
ly for uniqueness.
3. Teen game show, "Meet Your
Lunch Mate" parodied from the
dating game or "Gong Show"
with local teenage talent.
4. Local high school sports game
coverage of play-offs and
finals.
5. Boston Youth Theater productions
(e.g. "Z 'happenin'").
B. Public Affairs: 1. Youth profiles; vignettes
combining interviews with
youth in action, (i.e. skill
specialty).
2. Talk show concerning youth
issues, "Rap Session".
3. Current events student panel,
questioning "experts" on issues
relevant to youth.
4. Student rights dramatic vignettes
with follow-up discussion.
5. Contemporary youth crisis
dramatic vignettes with follow-
up discussion.
C. Instruction: 1. Career options; student encount-
ers withprofessionals
2. Basic skills (academic, job,
survival) training.
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3. How to: hobbies, etc.
D. News: 1. School, neighborhood and popul-
ar youth culture pieces, "T.N.T."
(Teen News Team).
These programming options, based on Boston teenagers'
perceptions of their needs, offer a start in teen target-
ed PTV programming. If some of these ideas from the
amateurs could be addressed by WGBH professionals, and
developed into a one half hour to one hour teen program,
there would be the immediate potential for tapping a new
Boston market segment. Moreover, WGBH's high quality broad-
cast standards and capabilities would provide an even great-
er potential for program development that could reach the
national teen market.
Teenagers have always been, for the most part, an
underrated, overlooked and often critized population. The
growing years of adolescence, particularly in the context
of contemporary society, which presents issues and conflicts
which are extremely difficult, if not devastating to teens.
Because teenagers are frequent and often mezmerized users
of "TV", the influence of the television medium is only
too obvious. The question to be addressed is how PTV
could respond to teenagers, beyond commercial ofjectives,
and help this audience to better cope. The problems,
needs and interests of this group are in need of serious
consideration by public television. Furthermore, the vast
talents and skills possessed by this age group are positive,
peer identity reinforcements and also worthy of the attent-
ion of the general population. The teen target lends it-
self as a WGBH programming alternative that includes the
opportunity for local teen participation, the addition of
a new local market segment, and the possibility for WGBH
programming that could pioneer this alternative into
national recognition.
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2. Completion of the Jamaica Plain Needs Assess-
ment Cycle: Local Participation to Local
Programming
The final recommendation in the summative evaluation
of the WGBH Community Advisory Board's Jamaica Plain Needs
Assessment Meeting held on March 19, 1981 recommended that
"WGBH must give consideration to the kind of follow-up it
can provide through local programming." An alternative to
what is currently considered responsive programming might
take into account how this recommendation could be
actualized within the existing framework of WGBH. The
premise of this hypothetical alternative to responsive
programming is that it makes no sense to continue these
community meetings unless WGBH can respond with locally
sensitive programming.
The Ideal T.V. Schedule exercise stipulated that the
purpose of the exercise was to give WGBH a better idea of
the ways television could serve the needs of the Jamaica
Plain neighborhood. It also asked participants at the
Jamaica Plain meeting to, "Assume that television program-
ming could be completely responsive to the needs of your
neighborhood." Six of the fifteen participants who turned
in the "Comment and Evaluation Sheet", expressed a hope
that WGBH would find a way to incorporate their suggestions
into the daily programming at WGBH. The question remains
how long will it take and in what ways WGBH can respond
without having to create a Jamaica Plain program. The
answer lies in maximizing the overall capabilities of
internal WGBH coordination, communications, and tactical
strategies, in addition to good community relations. It
involves a change in organizational strategy and values.
Assuming news, public affairs producers, and management
attended the Jamaica Plain, (or any other community meeting),
or were provided with the findings, bi-monthly and monthly,
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program meeting convenors could request producer's ideas
for programming follow-up; if no ideas came forth, manage-
ment that conducts the in-house programming meetings could
investigate why there are none. On a more optimistic note,
each existing WGBH local program and the news department
could generate different program ideas along with the
Promotion Department's support. If followed through only
once, these ideas could develop into about five programs
or segments, or perhaps even more, given the "Mini Programs"
concept in the development state (See Appendix M). This
would be a more responsive approach because of the
increased frequency of programs specific to a neighborhood
and the diversity inherent in the types of local WGBH
programs.
C. Criteria for Judging Respon'siveness
Establishing the evaluative criteria for judging
programming responsiveness at WGBH should not exclusively
be determined by ratings alone. Determination of respons-
iveness standards, as they relate to contemporary ascertain-
ment methods and issues, involves an ongoing view from the
various departments that comprise the WGBH organization
and does not rest solely on WGBH's Broadcast or Legal
Departments. The following outline identifies, for WGBH,
some important evaluative criteria for judging responsive-
ness of programming with a brief rationale for each.
Legal:
1. Programming meets FCC standards for eligibi-
lity in compliance with ascertainment requi-
rements.
Broadcast/Marketing:
1. Programming measurably increases information
received by the audience (pre and post tests)
that helps people to better "cope".
2. Programming produces audience/market research
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findings, (e.g. Qualitative Television
Ratings) with favorable results.
3. Programming retains and/or develops audiences
based on "ratings" and market share rationale.
4. Programming elicits an increase in mail or
phone responses with positive results.
5. Programming reaches targeted audiences; measu-
red targeted audience studies show favorable
responses.
6. Programming, locally produced, has national
appeal for PBS networking.
Operations:
1. Programming production is flexible and
expedient so that immediate, fast breaking,
or timely events are covered.
Fundraising/Development:
1. Programming sustains or increases national
or local, public and private financial
support based on successful competition in
the marketplace.
Promotion:
1. Program publicity efforts, in developing mass
or target audiences, have successful research
data and results.
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V. Summary of Advice to WGBH Regarding Ascertainment and
Programming
The following recommendations to WGBH, concerning
improved needs assessments and strategies for the develop-
ment of more responsive programming, take into account the
regulatory state-of-the-art regarding ascertainment requi-
rements for PTV broadcasters, impending deregulation of
television and the impact of market proliferation from
evolving and competitive TV technologies. Some of the
recommendations are easily adaptable to the WGBH organiza-
tion; others are more pioneering as they step outside of
traditional practices. In consideration of these recommen-
dations, it is important that WGBH maintains an open mind
to possibly adjust, not only its strategies, but its
underlying organizational values.
Ascertainment Recommendations:
1. Get the Most Out of What You Have to Do Anyway -
Ask Better Questions - The current ascertainment
process does not ask questions that could enrich
the data base of the general audience and the
specific communities of interest within it. Improv-
ed needs assessment methods, which employ more
pertinent questions, could assist in establishing
local program priorities and the allocation of
resources. For example, asking respondents what
they want from TV or soliciting their programming
ideas, might generate additional programming
concepts and help producers set priorities.
2. Employ a Better GPS Research Firm - The firm
contracted for the 1980 GPS, does not distinguish
urban from suburban samplings or take an adequate
sampling from the City of License. However, a
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research firm, like Mediastat, makes urban/suburban
distinctions, asks more questions of respondents
and emphasizes the City of License sample.
3. Continue Exploration and Development of Alternative
Ascertainment Approaches - Needs assessment, regard-
less of impending deregulation, should not be over-
looked as a valuable means of market, audience and
program research with the additional benefit of
improved community relations. Alternative models,
like the "J.P. Experiment", "user" or "provider"
involvement, marketing approach or evaluation
systems, could yield more pertinent information
that sustains and develops a competitive WGBH stance.
4. Take a Different View of a Community Leader - Ascer-
tainment research indicates that the "Key informant"
method for Community Leader identification, now in
standardized use in the ascertainment process, often
does not produce a spokesperson for perceived commu-
nity needs. "Socially designated" opinion leaders,
(identified by people in the community as those
they turn to for advice and leadership) would be
more likely to have an accurate reading of commu-
nity attitudes and feelings. Although, harder to
identify and less expedient, the improved informa-
tion source would be far more beneficial in terms
of precise community needs assessment.
5. Utilize Donor Services - Mail fundraising offers
the opportunity to gather audience attitudes about
WGBH's services as a basis for evaluating the
position of WGBH in the face of inevitable, increas-
ed competition, (CATV, STV). A questionnaire
could be mailed that considers the issues raised
by WGBH President, David 0. Ives, at a recent CAB
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meeting. (See Appendix N)
Programming Recommendations:
1. Go Local - Locally produced programming has a
greater potential for responding directly to local
audience needs, thereby increasing potential viewer-
ship. Locally produced programs have a greater
value in Problems/Programs List match-ups from a
legal standpoint. The "Completion of the J.P.
Needs Assessment Cycle: Local Participation to
Local Programming" alternative model for responsive
programming maximizes existing local programming
efforts in order to orchestrate responsive programs
or program segments, e.g. mini-programs. (See
Appendix N) An effort to seek local co-sponsor-
ship would also defray the costs.
2. Go National with Local - Locally produced does not
mean that it wouldn't play well in Peoria. Local
management/producers, keeping this notion in mind,
could develop programs that are both locally
sensitive and nationally appealing, i.e. PBS pick-
up. With an increase in the allocation of resources,
local program proposals would have an increased
market potential.
3. Exhaust the "Buy Out" - Maximum use of the facili-
ties for more local programming reduces down time
that is already paid for. Local programming could
use this time for producing more public service
announcements (PSA's).
4. Increase Local, Independently Produced Programming -
more independent, locally produced programs have
the potential for increased programming options
with.decreased programming costs. A relaxation of
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restrictive technical standards would allow a
program like "La Plaza" to buy a production from
"Canal 6" (a closed-circuit television project in
Boston's, South-End, that produces Spanish language
programming).
5. Remarket Channel 44 - By giving Channel 44 a new
programming identity,l' it is possible to develop
a new, potential market. The employment of a
"differentiated" marketing strategy enables WGBH
to operate in more than one market segment. Despite
the argument that limited resources prevent orga-
nizations from operating in a differentiated mode,
it nonetheless, may be financially feasible. In
anticipation of increased programming generated
by Cable TV in Boston (and surrounding areas),
Channel 44 could broadcast select and diverse
programs to residents in the WGBH service area
who could not, or would not choose to subscribe
to cable television. Provision of this hypothetic-
al service may bring in new revenues and create
new viewer support.
6. Follow Up on Ascertainment Findings - More conscient-
ious attention to the results of needs assessments
improves the success of the ascertainment-to-
programming cycle. Management could consult with
producers on ascertainment results and request
program content projections for the program year.
This practice would help management to set program-
ming/financial priorities and establish criteria
for trade-offs.
This possibility has been addressed internally by WGBH
Channel 44 Task Force and the WGBH CAB.
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"As managers, we must not be afraid to
scrutinize our practices and make changes.
the result will be a clearer sense of what
we are and where we are going."
John S. Kerr, II.1
1.
John S. Keer, II, "Marketing: A Management Approach to
Public Broadcasting", Public Telecommunications Review Vol.
7, No. 4 (July/August, 1979), p. 21
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Recommendations Outline
I. Ascertainment
A. Traditional Methods
1. General Public Survey
a. Change to Mediastat research firm based on
their improved methodology, (i.e. differ-
entiates urban from suburban with emphasis
on City of License sampling).
b. Go beyond FCC required questions and ask
what PTV can do to service respondents
problems so that programming ideas may
be generated.
2. Community Leader Interviews
a. Consider social-designation method for
selecting community leaders based on
favorable current research indicating
socially-designated leaders are more
representative of the real and perceived
needs of the community.
b. Reinstitute a third question in the inter-
views that asks for program ideas and an
evaluation of WGBH performance.
c. Utilize non-management within 50% maximum
to conduct community leader interviews.
3. Group Ascertainment
a. Identify WGBH staff to community leaders at
the interviews.
b. Request problems to be directed toward PTV.
B. Alternative Methods
1. Marketing Approach
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a. Use psychographic segmentation variables
to gain a broader audience profile.
b. Consider a differentiated marketing
strategy.
2. User Group Involvement
a. Identify user subgroups (i.e. racial,
ethnic etc.).
b. Involve subgroup in needs assessment of
their interest area.
c. Request program, promotion and scheduling
ideas.
3. Provider Group Involvement
a. Identify subgroups by area of expertise.
b. Involve participants in an open ended
needs assessment.
c. Prepare participants for meeting's object-
ives.
d. Exchange relevant research.
e. WGBH programmers participate in meeting.
II. Programming
A. Problems/Programs List
1. Management circulation of problem assessments
to producers with requests for possible program
projections.
2. Ongoing review of ascertainment results by
management and producers.
3. Direction from management to producers regard-
ing a more uniform definition of responsive
programming.
4. Balance accountability among producers for the
10 required program efforts.
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B. Local Emphasis
1. Allocation of more resources for locally-
produced programs.
2. Locally-produced programs with national appeal.
3. Use of channel 44 for local program efforts.
4. Use of buy-out time for audience participation.
5. Seek co-funding co-sponsorship from local
businesses, foundations and organizations.
6. Increase program frequency (channel 44).
C. Alternatives
1. Consider a differentiated marketing strategy
for an increase of market segments.
2. Consider channel 44 for public access program-
ming distribution.
D. Management
1. Advanced program planning to avoid difficult-
ies with coordinationg other departments.
2. Increased efforts toward better interdepart-
mental communication and cooperation.
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APPENDIX A
BOSTON-LOWELL -LA WRENCE, MASSACHUSETTS
Interviewer
Date
City/County
Telephone
(1) 1. Boston - Telephone 2. Boston -
4. Lowell3. Cambridge
5. Lawrence
Personal
6. Lynn
7. Suburbs
1. In your opinion, what are the most important problems and needs facing
the people of your area today?
Which of these problems, in your opinion, is the single most important
problem or need in your area today?
(FOR ALL SINGLE WORD ANSWERS IN #2) You mentioned (problem).
In what way is this a problem? (PROBE)
(2-3)
(4-5)
(6-7)
(8-9)
"IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT THIS SURVEY PROVIDE AN ACCURATE CROSS-
SECTION OF YOUR COMMUNITY IN TERMS OF AGE AND RACE, SO YOUR
ANSWERS TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS WILL BE MOST HELPFUL."
4. Are you male or female? 1. Male 2. Female
5. In which group does your age fall? 1. 12-17 2. 18-24 3. 25-34
4. 35-49 5. 50-64 6. 65+
6. From a racial/ethnic point of view, which of the following groups
include you?
1. White 2. Black 3. Hispanic 4. Other_
2.
3.
(10)
(11)
(12)
----------
I
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The "most important" problems cited in order
of frequency by respondents in the total metropolitan
area were:
Inflation and economy
Crime, police, and law enforcement
Taxes
Local services and utilities
Housing
Jobs and unemployment
Morality, religion, and attitudes
Traffic, transportation, and streets
Schools and busing
Local government and leadership
Pollution, ecology, and energy
City growth, annexation, and urbanization
Race relations
Poverty, welfare, and elderly health
Youth and family relations
Drugs and alcohol
Recreational facilities
A discussion of specific aspects of these problems
follows.
Inflation and Economy. Inflation and the economy rose
to the top of the list of problems from seventh place
three years ago. Most respondents who mentioned this
problem were concerned with the high cost of necessities:
rent, food, clothing, utilities, and gasoline. Many
said that due to inflation, their salaries no longer
covered expenses. Some voiced concern that the elderly
find it difficult to survive on fixed incomes in a
time of rising inflation rates.
Crime, Police, and Law Enforcement. Crime, police,
and law enforcement continued to be a major concern.
Most comments indicated people were concerned about
crime in their neighborhoods against their homes and
property. This was coupled with the feeling that the
police do not provide adequate protection nor respond
to calls for help.
Taxes. Concern about high taxes dropped from first to
third place since three years ago. Those interviewed
expressed anxiety about rising taxes, especially property
taxes. Taxes, many commented, eat into incomes but
do not buy enough services.
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Local Services and Utilities. People commented primarily
on the poor quality of the drinking water, inadequate
garbage disposal, and litter in the streets which
promotes rodents and roaches.
Housing. Housing was mentioned by many as a significant
problem. White respondents were primarily concerned
that the conversion of apartments into condominiums is
creating a severe shortage of rental units. Black
respondents were primarily concerned with the poor
quality of housing: landlords let their buildings
deteriorate and do not make much needed repairs.
Black respondents also mentioned that there are many
vacant buildings which could be remodelled to create
new housing units.
Jobs and Unemployment. Some respondents mentioned the
lack of jobs as a major problem. A few tied this in
with other issues such as the current economic situation
and an increase in crime. One person mentioned that
there were not enough "decent" jobs for the uneducated.
Morality, Religion, and Attitudes. Respondents who
considered this a significant problem mentioned many
aspects. The majority expressed concern over the
decline in communication between people and the increase
of selfishness. Others mentioned stray dogs, arson,
and the lack of belief in God. One person mentioned
moral decay and too much sex on'television.
Traffic, Transportation, and Streets. The inefficiencies
of the transit system, particularly buses, concerned
the majority of those who cited this problem. Others
mentioned too much traffic, too few traffic lights,
and poor transportation for the handicapped and the
elderly.
Schools and Busing. Many respondents were concerned
about the quality of education for their children
and the deterioration of school facilities. Both
black and white. respondents were against busing.
There was concern that by busing children out of
their own neighborhoods, the neighborhood structure
was being destroyed. To avoid busing, some people
moved to new neighborhoods, some sent their children
to private schools.
Local Government and Leadership. Although many people
mentioned that those in government were not doing their
jobs, few went into specific detail. Some mentioned
corruption, others mentioned too much spending.
Several were concerned about the international situation,
particularly the Iranian crisis.
-0--
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Energy, Ecology, and Pollution. Some respondents
voiced concern over the growing energy shortage of
oil and other fuels. A few mentioned air pollution
and the danger of nuclear plants.
City Growth, Annexation, and Urbanization. The main
concern seemed to be with the deterioration of the
downtown area. There were mixed feelings about big
business. While some felt that big business was
squeezing out neighborhoods, one person thought that
more industry was needed to boost the economy of the
city. A few people said that there are not enough
grocery stores.
Poverty, Welfare, and Elderly Health. Respondents
wanted better and more affordable health services,
particularly for the elderly and the handicapped.
There was also a general feeling that the welfare
system is inadequate--that it does not give enough
help to those who need it.
Youth and Family Relations. The majority of respondents
who mentioned this problem complained about young
people hanging out in the streets and about vandalism
by youth. They felt young people today doK not respect
their parents or their teachers. One respondent
mentioned a possible cause of these problems: divorce
and the difficulties that single parents have raising
children by themselves.
Drugs and Alcohol. There was no mention of drugs
and alcohol among the adult population. Rather this
was a problem mentioned in connection with young
people only. Some mentioned that the use of drugs
and alcohol leads to a high incidence of crimes
committed by young people.
Recreational Facilities. Closely tied into the problems
of youth is the lack of youth centers. Significantly,
those who mentioned the need for recreational facilities
were young respondents.
Please call me if you have any questions or
comments. I will be sending you summaries of the
community leader interviews periodically as well.
SURVEY OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC, BOSTON METRO AREA, MARCH, 1980
EXHIBIT B
MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM
CITY OF BOSTON-TELEPHONE
HIS-
TOTAL WHITE BLACK PANIC OTHER
*****F****** **************************************
FE-
MALE MALE 12-17 18-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 65
CRIME, POLICE, LAW
ENFORCEMENT
INFLATION, ECONOMY
TAXES
LOCAL SERVICES,
UTILITIES
SCHOOLS, BUSING
TRAFFIC,
TRANSPORTATION,
STREETS
MORALITY, RELIGION,
ATTITUDES
HOUSING
125 110 13 2
30.9% 29.8% 50.0% 33.3%
96 89 3 3 1
23.8% 24.1% 11.5% 50.0% 33.3%
49 48 1
12.1% 13.0% 3.8%
21 15 5
5.2% 4.1% 19.2%
20 20
5.0% 5.4%
17 16 1
4.2% 4.3% 3.8%
17 15 1 1
4.2% 4.1% 3.8% 16.7%
10 8 1
2.5% 2.2% 3.8%
52 73 10 14 28 17 26 30
25.7% 36.1% 43.5% 32.6% 24.1% 26.6% 31.3% 40.0%
58 38 1
28.7% 18.8% 4.3%
9 34 17 16 19
20.9% 29.3% 26.6% 19.3% 25.3%
26 23 2 1 7 10
12.9% 11.4% 8.7% 2.3% 6.0% ,15.6%
21 8
25.3% 10.7%
1 11 10 4 2 10 1 2 2
33.3% 5.4% 5.0% 17.4% 4.7% 8.6% 1.6% 2.4% 2.7%
8 12 2 2 5 7 4
4.0% 5.9% 8.7% 4.7% 4.3% 10.9% 4.8%
8 9
4.0% 4.5%
1 8 1 3 4
2.3% 6.9% 1.6% 3.6% 5.3%
12 5 2 3 5
5.9% 2.5% 8.7% 7.0% 4.3%
1 4 6
33.3% 2.0% 3.0%
2 5
4.7% 4.3%
2 3 2
3.1% 3.6% 2.7%
2 1
2.4% 1.3%
H
RACE RELATIONS 9 9
2.2% 2.4%
7 2 1 5 2 1
3.5% 1.0% 4.3% 11.6% 1.7% 1.6%
RACE SEX AGE
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SURVEY OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC, BOSTON METRO AREA, MARCH, 1980
-EXHIBIT B
MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM
CITY OF BOSTON-TELEPHONE
RACE SEX
HIS-
TOTAL WHITE BLACK PANIC OTHER
YOUTH, FAMILY
RELATIONS
JOBS, UNEMPLOYMENT
LOCAL GOVERNMENT,
LEADERSHIP
POVERTY, WELFARE,
ELDERLY HEALTH
DRUGS, ALCOHOL
POLLUTION, ECOLOGY,
ENERGY
CITY GROWTH,
ANNEXATION,
URBANIZATION
RECREATIONAL
FACILITIES
7 7
1.7% 1.9%
7 7
1.7% 1.9%
6 6%
1.5% 1.6%
6 5 1
1.5% 1.4% 3.8%
5 5
1.2% 1.4%
4 4
1.0% 1.1%
************ **************************************
FE-
MALE MALE
1 6
.5% 3.0%
4 3
2.0% 1.5%
4 2
2.0% 1.0%
3 3
1.5% 1.5%
12-17 18-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 65
1
2.3%
2 2 2
3.1% 2.4% 2.7%
1 6
2.3% 5.2%
1 2 2
2.3% 1.7% ,3.1%
1
1.3%
5
6.7%
1
.9%
1 4 1
.5% 2.0% 4.3%
3
1 .5%
3 3
.7% .8%
1 3
1.6% 3.6%
2 1
1.7% 1.6%.5%
3
1.5%
2
1 .0%
2 2
.5% .5%
1
2.3%X
1
1.3%
1 1
1.6% 1.2%
1 1
.9% 1.6%
404 369 26 6 3 202 202 23 43 116 64 83 75
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AGE
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SURVEY OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC, BOSTON METRO AREA, MARCH, 1980
-EXHIBIT B
MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM
CITY OF BOSTON-PERSONAL
RACE
*************************
HIS-
TOTAL WHITE BLACK PANIC OTHER
SEX AGE
*********sss *****s***ss**.***s****ss***e'ss**.***s*s*
FE-
MALE MALE 12-17 18-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 65
INFLATION, ECONOMY
CRIME, POLICE, LAW
ENFORCEMENT
LOCAL SERVICES,
UTILITIES
HOUSING
JOBS, UNEMPLOYMENT
MORALITY, RELIGION,
ATTITUDES
TAXES
TRAFFIC,
TRANSPORTATION,
STREETS
RACE RELATIONS
81
26.6%
56
18.4%
46
15.1%
36
11.8%
32
10.5%
19
6.3%
6
2.0%
5
1 .6%
5
1 .6%
66 15
26.2% 28.8%
41 15
16.3% 28.8%
41 5
16.3% 9.6%
33 3
13.1% 5.8%
27 5
10.7% 9.6%
16 3
6.3% 5.8%
6
2.4%
5
2.0%
35 46 3
26.9% 26.4% 30.0%
19 37
14.6% 21.3%
20 26'
15.4% 14.9%
8 26 35 4 5
16.3% 24.8% 36.5% 12.9% 38.5%
12 22 12 8 2
24.5% 21.0% 12.5% 25.8% 15.4%
8 13 16 8 1
16.3% 12.4% 16.7% 25.8% 7.7%
9 27 1 8 13 10 1 3
6.9% 15.5% 10.0% 16.3% 12.4% 10.4% 3.2% 23.1%
21 11 3 7 12 9
16.2% 6.3% 30.0% 14.3% 11.4% 9.4%
8 11
6.2% 6.3%
3 3
2.3% 1.7%
3 2
2.3% 1.1%
5 3 2 1 1
9.6% 2.3% 1.1% 10.0% 2.0%
1
3.2Z
4 4 5 6
8.2% 3.8% 5.2% 19.4%
2 1 2 1
1.9% 1.0% 6.5% 7.71
1 2 1 1
1.0% 2.1% 3.2% 7.7%
2 1
1.9% 1.0%
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M E D I A S T A T
MEDIA STATISTICS INCORPORATED - 8120 Fenton Street * Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 III
February 12, 1980
TO: Boston, MA, Broadcast Licensees
FROM: Media Statistics, Inc.
For your upcoming license renewal application, Mediastat would
again like to have the opportunity to be of service to you with
its Cooperative Public Ascertainment Survey.
Since last time, reflecting our continuing interest in keeping
abreast of broadcaster interests and possible refinements of
principles, we are making a basic proposal involving two changes:
1. Separate samples for City and Suburban areas. Accor-
ding to the enclosed experience pattern, sample sizes
for these two areas are given. The advantage of this
change is that it assures a basic sample size stability
for any City of License Survey regardless of what its
population represents as a percentage of the total SMSA
population.
2. A less intensive sampling effort for the Suburban pop-
ualtion than for the City. However, it would maintain
the principle of being a generally representative sample.
Its value to the broadcaster is in having at hand the
viewpoints of the Suburban public to compare to those of
the City public.
Your attention is directed to the "Guide to Research Questions:
Methods and Formats". This could be useful in your analysis of,.
any competing offers which you may receive.
As broadcasters know, the Mediastat methodology was developed after
many consultations with broadcasters, their attorneys, and FCC
personnel. It assures a fair and equitable Public Ascertainment
effort among all segments of the population.
We look forward to the possible opportunity to be of service, and
will be interested in your early response.
Cordially,
Robin MacArthur
Director, Ascertainment Division
M E D I A S T A T
MEDIA STATISTICS INCORPORATED - 8120 Fenton Street - Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
Boston, Massachusetts, SMSA
COOPERATIVE PUBLIC ASCERTAINMENT PROPOSAL
Survey Areas: 1. City of Boston, MA
2. Suburban Area: remainder of the S14SA
Survey Period: Early Spring, 1980
Sample Sizes: AREA
1.
2.
Questionnaire:
Report Formats:
RANDO
Total White S_
Fr -r#
2. S
RAND
Total White S_
I % #
Costs: Licensees
TV/AM/FM
TV/AM or FM
TV Only
AM/FM
AM or FM
RANDOM TELEPHONE
400
500
QUOTA TELEPHONE
50
PERSONALS
50
Basic I, as enclosed. Confirmed City residents asked about
problems and needs of Boston. Suburban residents asked about
problems and needs of "this area."
1. City of Boston
)M TELEPHONE QUOTA TELEPHONE PERSONALS
anish Black RR/Other Total 'Jhite Spanish Black RR/Other
# # # # #
uburban SMSA A verbatim summary of responses to OveTst
O-N TELEPHONE #2 will be provided along with su'ple.-n-
panish Black RR/Other tary tables detailing response totals for
# #_ # each item in the overall catecory heading.
Costs
$1440
$1300
$ 960
$ 480
$ 345
Special Tabulations Available:
Women's Responses (by age group): $200.00
Black Responses (Men, Women, and Teens): $200.00
RM1:jb
Public Aseettinm.'nt 301s8M-4878
Non-Monthly Radio 301588-4878
MEDIATRAC 301/5884878
Monthly MEDIATREND
Wa.hington 301/588-4878
Los Angeles 213/461-4078
Dallas 214/233-1038
Public A,etainmenmn 301/S88-4878
Non-Monthly Radio 301/588-4878
MEDIATRAC 301/5884878
Monthly MEDIATREND
Wa,hington 301/s884878
Lot Angeles 213/4614078
Oalla, 2141233-1038
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PUBLIC ASCERTAINMENT9~JAL ~ A Aif R ~ BASIC I QUESTIONNAIRE
IntewvieweA note I6 you aAe woAk.ing with a Ci tedephone tLit, cAteen att
AeApondenta bq aaking.:
"Is your place of residence inside the city limits of (specify city)?"
rg "no", teAminate.
r6 you aAe woking jLih a county telephone LiAt, aag (and cictel "thi" aAea"
thkoughout the n.teAview.
1. What do you think of (Cty) (thia aAea) as a place to live?
2. Thinking of all the things which you, yourself, consider important, what
would you say are the most important problems or needs of (City) (thia a/ta)
at this time?
Any others?
Za. (Aak onty o6 thtoe giving Aingte wod answens to QueatLon 02 uch a4
cAtime, duga ,"a choota"
You mentioned (name p4obtem o4 need). In what way?
13. As of now, what do you consider the one most important problem in (CLty)
H. (thia aAea)?
4. Will you please tell me which of these age groups includes yours?
12-17 18-34 35-49 50+
5. What was the last year of school completed?
Less than High School College Advanced Degrees
High School _ Some _ Completed _ Some _ Completed _ Some _ MA _ PhD _
8. -Ask o( achan guage "eApondent mentiona aa apeaking) Did you learn
to speak at home~, at school, or some other place?
9. It is important that we have a representative sample of the general public
in these surveys: which racial group are you a part of?
(Aid only if needed) For example, White, Black, Indian or any other
(specific) race.
10. Looking at it from an ethnic or nationality point of view, how would
you identify or describe yourself?
(Aid only if needed) For example, the U.S. Census uses terms like (Liat
gtoupa app4opiate to the manket, peA CenAua) among many others. How
would you identify or describe yourself in such a way?
THIS TERMINATES TH4E INTERVIEW
** * * * * **** **,,******
31078
6. What is your occupation?
7. Which foreign language, if any, do you speak?_-
(Please aee back aide)
I ~M MEDIA STATISTICS INCORPORATED. .,,.r. st,..m. s.,s,,s,,..,, ,.s *. 3.01-6...48
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Guide to
_ff/AlResearch Questions
__________Methods & Formats
Properly, over seven years ago, many specific and detailed questions
were asked of Media Statistics by Broadcast Attorneys and their clients
re: proposed methods and reporting formats for Public Ascertainment
Surveys. Focus was on proper valid methods with formats flexible
to the individual licensees' needs.
IT HAS BECOME APPARENT THAT THERE IS NOW A NEED FOR CRITICAL QUESTIONS
RE: METHODS AND REPORTING FORMATS OFFERED BY COMPETING RESEARCH FIRMS.
In case of an adversary situation, a recent review by MEDIASTAT
of a competitor's Cooperative Public Ascertainment Survey in a New
England market suggests several areas that could be questioned ser-
iously.
The report reviewed is, of course, a single report. However, the
firm doing the study (based in Atlanta) has produced such surveys
for over two years. We assume that the study reviewed is represen-
tative of methods and formats regularly produced. Major flaws are
evident.
1. The Home County sample number is revealed, but there is no
indication of total interviews with just City of License
residents.
2. Random Telephone and Quota Minority Interviews are combined
in the tables. THIS IS NOT A VALID THING TO DO.
3. Percentages are based on total responses given by'those
naming problems instead of the actual persons interviewed.
A survey of the general public can be representative only
when all those sampled are included in the results. In
this "random" survey of 1,000+ individuals, not a single
respondent is shown to have replied "I don't know" or
"we don't have any problem " or "I have no comment on
that" or similar answers. Also, not a single respondent
is shown to have refused the race/ethnic question or age
question. That raises serious question about the handling
of interviews and their reporting.
4. Figures in the report don't add up. Three case examples
(Problem Categories):
a. Inflation, Unemployment, Economy --- 451 Responses shown
in tables, but only 306 verbatim responses supplied.
b. Crime, Police, Law Enforcement -- 119 Responses shown
in tables; but only 72 verbatim responses supplied.
c. Drugs and Alcohol -- 16 Responses shown in the tables,
but only 8 verbatim responses supplied.
MEDIA STATISTICS INCORPORATED. stre.. sws sr.,,,w,.p4.m se. soo-sUs.4oSe
Research Questions
Methods & FormatS
Continued
S. Multi-worded category headings (such as 4a, b, and c above)
are not broken down to show which problem is most signifi-
cant. For example,, in the category of "Crime, Police, Law
Enforcement", which one is of greatest concern as expressed
by those interviewed.
6. Systematic sampling techniques is given as the method of
selecting respondents. What does this mean? Who actually
selects the numbers? Is it the research firm or the inter-
viewer in the field? To reduce costs, responsibility for
selection of numbers based on systematic interval instruc-
tions is sometimes passed on to the interviewer. THIS IS
NOT GOOD RESEARCH PRACTICE.
7- The loosely phrased instructions "to ask frequently to
speak to the man of the house" is not adequate random re-
search effort. A specific rotating pattern in requesting
men, women, and teens is a basic minimum requirement.
8. What is meant by "sampling point" for the personal inter-
views? Is it a shopping center or what? Is there any random
effort in selecting the "sampling point"? Again, a loose
approach to sample effort.
9. What validation efforts of interviews are made?
10. What quality and performance control records are kept?
For how long?
11. Are copies of the interviews available to clients and,
if so, at what cost?
12. Are instructions to field interviewers and supervision
done verbally only, by instruction sheets, or a combi-
nation? Are instruction sheets available to clients?
In summary, we can only conclude wi.th an expression of caution a5out
potential dangers and inadequacies in case of an adversary situation
The report reviewed may look okAy, but its content does not stand
inspection. We suggest, again, questions (valuable ones they were too)
as isked of us seven years ago be asked of all researchers making
proposals to do Public Ascertainment.
George Arnold
Vice President
MED IAS TAT
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PUBLIC ASCERTAINMENT SURVEYS
A I MEDIASTAT ADVANTAGES
1. Since January 1970, we have been serving broadcast applicants with Public
Ascertainment Surveys that satisfy their needs. Mediastat's continuing
performance record without problems is significant. In NO case of challenge
to any applicant for whatever reason (programs, EEO, faTrness, etc.-) has
a Mediastat Public Ascertainment Survey been a problem area for the licen-
see. The cases experienced provide documentary proof of apparent satis-
faction of requirements of all administrative regulations.
2. As a specialist in Public Ascertainment, Mediastat provides the depen-
dable service in satisfying Federal Communications Commission require-
ments. It is well known at the FCC, among broadcast attorneys and to
activist groups frequently critical of broadcasting.
* 3. Market Performance Record.
4. Constant attention to possible areas of improvement in the service and
understanding of.individual client interest assures up-to-date execution
of details. Note: we caution against just duplication of the effort and
details of the process three years ago. Certain refinements in the ques-
tionnaire and report have been developed. With Mediastat, you have assur-
ance of a reporttthat is consistent in methodology and format with those
being used in current filings by licensees in other major markets.
S. Full disclosures.
A. No weighting of Sample Statistics.
8. Percentages are provided in the Random Telephone Sample Tables based
on the Total Interviews completed in that sample. For all other columns
(minorities and refused race/other) and for the separately reported
diligent effort interviews, responses are reported numerically only.
C. Single problem mentions not appropriate to the community's natural
groupings of problems and needs (these would be under "Others") are
listed completely verbatim to satisfy listening of all problems
given.
D. Diligent effort to reach segments of the population which might not
have a fair chance of being represented in a Random Telephone Sample.
6. No statistical puffery in formats which may cause confusion in interpre-
tation.
7. No editorializing or evaluation. Verbatim Summary emphasizes words of
the respondents.
(please see back side)
MEDIA STATISTICS INCORPORATED. #ixrvmwse s. . s*,,S,,N4".. ,. 1., .- 301-660..4078
8. Tabulation of results (grouping of responses in categories) is done by
experienced personnel. Their success in achieving complete impartiality
depends on no preconceived opinions resulting from pre-established,
localized knowlege or experience with current public viewpoints in the
market.
9.Verbatim examples given are not just listed but disclosed to reveal
contrasts (if any) between significant segments of the population
(White, Black, Spanish).
10. Completely open-end questions to obtain clearly voluntary responses.
No pre-structured questions.
11. Demographic data reflects the information supplied by the respondent
as being applicable.
12. Flexibility -- Service Area licensee sampling and special efforts in
- outside geographic areas where desired are easily accomplished.
13. Note especially that if broadcasters believe modification of sample size
or questionnaire length is desirable, some adjustment in costs may
be possible.
14. We provide Ascertainment Reports that in every aspect can be directly
related to requirements as stated in the Primer.
15. Also, Mediastat's business location,
frequently provides valuable service
the FCC.
adjacent to the District of Columbia,
to attorneys and
6-4-1979
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GENERAL PUBLIC SURVEY
QUESTIONNAIRES:
See separate enclosures. We certainly recommend "Open-end" questions. The
proposed questionnaires are based on our experience gathering such Informa-
tion. There are three components represented in the long questionnaire.
1. A full probe of voluntary responses re: problems and needs. Rather than
let the interviewer improvise a probe for full disclosure, this tested
questionnaire uses a series of questions to draw out answers. In this
way, a uniform probe by all interviewers is achieved and maximum listing
of problems attained.
2. Comprehensive demographic questions. Self-designation is emphasized.
Aided recall or reminder aids are not recommended in order to avoid
claims of applicant or licensee influence on results.
SAMPLE:
Representative ranoom telephone sampling of residents 12 years of age and
older, limited to one per household. A diligent effort (personal inter-
views) is made to interview minority segments which may be difficult to
reach by random telephone sampling. To provide balance in the diligent
effort, telephone interviews with minority segments are done to combine
with the personals from Census Tracts having significant minority resi-
dents. Selection of areas for Personal Interviews is done by random desig-
mation of Census Tracts having at least 400 residents of whatever signi-
ficant minority population segment is being considered. Sample sizes vary
by market. (See Experience Table).
AREA:
Separate samples for each Geographic Area Surveyed. This provides flexi-
bility in the cooperative effort to satisfy varying area interests of
licensees when filing for renewal. Normally, the SMSA is the largest
area covered. Basic areas in such cases are City of License and Remainder
of SMSA. The SMSA area is based on Office of Management and Budget
definition concept -- economic and sociological interdependence of area
residents on the central city or cities. In Multi-City identified SMSA
areas, separate sampling is recommended for each of such cities.
DATA REPORTED:
All answers to be reported in Major Markets by significant population
segments (numerically) according to appropriate subject titles. In
smaller markets, by Men, Women, Teens. Also, a percentage will be given
for the basic random telephone sample reflecting the same or basically
identical opinions. Personal and Quota Telephone interview answers would
be given numerically only. NO EVALUATION OR RECOMMENDATIONS WILL BE
SUBMITTED (applicant or licensee responsibility). There is full disclos-
ure of.all problems mentioned. - Responseg from City residents reported
separately from Suburban SMSA residents. Verbatim responses provided by
Problem category headings, separately grouped according to area, type of
interview, and pre-designated significant population segments.
QUALITY CONTROL:
Up to five call-backs, using different days and times, are made in an effort
to reach all original numbers not contacted when first tried. One individual
per residence is interviewed. Careful instructions to the local interviewers
regarding importance of not offering any suggestions, comments, reactions,
or any personal ad lib conversational discussion which could influence the
respondent's answer. The introduction for the questionnaire will declare
the importance of the study and the value of the respondent's cooperation.
Local interviewers are used to avoid any possibliity of confusion in re-
cognizing meaning or identification of responses obtained. Work is validated.
Where appropriate, bilingual interviewers used. I,.
(please see back side)
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PUBLIC ASCERTAINMENT
PRECEDENT SAMPLE SIZES
- VARIOUS MARXETS
No place in the Primer or supplementary guidelines Is there any definitive
statement about minimum or acceptable numerical size of sample for the
General Public.
The sample size precedent, in filings of Mediastat Ascertainment Surveys
by Broadcasters in license renewal applications is well known at the FCC,
by Broadcast Attorneys, and among Activist Groups commonly involved in
challenges.
By size of market, here is sample size recommended.* In no area, regard-
less of population,-do we suggest less than 100 interviews.
City of License Population
700,000 and over
300,000 to 700,000
Under 300,000
City Total
Interviews
500
300
100-300
Interviews
Remainder of SMSA
or Other Areas
250-500
100-200
100-200
*In certain Consolidated SMSA areas, a larger total number of interviews
is recommended.
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SAMPLE ASCE.TAIN4MENT WRIT
..WG13lI ASCERA INENT TEADER CON'PACT FOPM
(To bc placed in 'ublic iiie)
Name: _ Richard Williams Organization: Youth Enrichment Service:
Position in org.: Executive Director Address: 180 Massachusetts Avenue
Telephone of org.: 267--5877 Boston, MA
Date, Time, Place, and Method of Contact (personal or telephone):
4/16/80: 2:15 p.m.; Park Plaza Hotel; Personal
Female Black __Hispanic _Oriental ___Native American
What do you consider to be the problems, needs, or interests facing the people of
this community?
The main problem: Bringing people together in Boston.
Some manifestations of that:
-- Race relations are a severe problem. The media
seem to support the notion of "enclave neighbor-
hoods."
-- "We work with kids who are 17 who've never
been to Cambridge, aid that's bad." We took
4,000 (Boston) kids t-o the cape, and 1,700
had never seen the ocean before."
-- Illiteracy among school-leavers.
-- Police not sensitive :to needs of the black
community.
Young people have a "defeatist attitude."
It is appalling tiat in a city with so many colleges
and universities, so few city youth finish college
-- not only get in, but stay and finis-
Check here if interviewee has requested confidentiality.
WGBH interviewer: Ed Baumeister Position:Executi ve produrer
Signature: Date: Anril 2d. 190)
_/ Check here if Thank You Note has been sent.
Reviewed by: Position: Administrative Manager
Date:
Please return this form to the Legal Department upon completion.
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EXHIBIT NO.
FCC Form 34
Section IV, Para
The WGBH Stations (WGBH-TV, WGBX-TV
to serve the areas lying within the Boston Sta
as defined by the United States Office of Man
As part of its programming decision
ascertain the problems, needs and interests of
to serve and to notify those responsible for p
its ascertainment effort.i
During the period from August 1, 197
conducted a survey among community leaders in
Statistical Area in order to find out what the
the primary problems, needs, and interests fac
and 11th, and November 5th, 19th, and 22nd, WG
the general public to ascertain what problems
This exhibit sets forth: (1) the met
.leader ascertainment and the general public su
analysis of .the results of the interviews and
The results of the ascertainment of
periodically and copies of the analysis report
with major responsibility for programming dec
rublic Survey and a final summary of all comm
views conducted between August 1, 1976 and No
to members with major programming decision ma
1977.
AFFENDiX F -
WGBH (FM) COMMUNITY LEADER ASCERTAINMENT NARRATIVE, FROM 1977
WGBHI(FM) A. Community Leader Survey
Prepared November 15, 1977 247 community leaders were interviewed by WGBR staff members. These
community leaders were selected from each of the 19 FCC categories in rough
5 proportion to their representation in the population.2
graph 2 Names of community leaders were obtained from v variety of sources: the
and WCBH(FM)) undertake principally internal files of WGBH, recommendations from the community leaders themselves,
ndard Metropolitan Statistical Area newspaper articles, state and local government agencies, members of organizations
agement and Budget. active in local community affairs, and various other sources.
making WGBH has undertaken to A group of 47 members of the staff were designated to conduct the ascertain-
the area it undertakes principally ment interviews. That group consisted of managers with major foundation responsibilities,
rogram development of the results of and production staff and administrative staff members directly responsible for
selection and development of programming ideas.
6 through November 22, 1977, WGBH At the interview, the community leader was asked three questions:
Boston and its Standard Metropolitan (1) In your position as , what do you consider to be the most
se community leaders consider to be important problem, need or interest facing the people of this area? (2) Whit other
ing our community. On September 10th immediate or long range problems, needs or interests do you see facing the people
Bi also conducted a telephone survey of of this area? (3) With respect to the problems, needs or interests you have raised,
they felt were most significant. how do you think public broadcasting stations can best respond?
hods by which the community In each case, the community leader was asked to explain or expand upon
rveys were conducted; and (2) an his answer. As much time was allowed for the interview as the community leader felt
the survey. necessary.
community leaders were analyzed
were sent periodically to managers
isions. The results of the General
unity leader ascertainment inter-
vember 30, 1977 will be distributed
king responsibility by December 15,
Completed interview summaries were sent to a central location at the
station where they were recorded and compiled. First, the responses of all the
community leaders were compiled and reviewed in order to determine the dominant
concerns of the leaders considered as a group. Then the responses of leaders of
specific subgroups were compiled to determine their specific concerns. The subgroups
separately reviewed included: Women, Black community leaders regardless of their
professional concerns, minority and ethnic leaders regardless of their race, and
Hisranic connunity lenders regardless of their professional concerns.
10 Most Frequent Responses
Taking the survey as a whole, the 10 most frequently mentioned problems
or concerns were:
1. Taxes
2. Economic Slump of Area
3. Racial Tension/Busing/Quality of Education
4. Crime
5. Unemployment
6. Health and Human Services
7. Adequate Housing
8. General Economic Problems
9. Problems of Limited Resources
10. Government
Of this list of ten, burdensome taxes and the problems of a depressed
Jeconomy were clearly the m.jor concerns reflected in the ascertainment interviews.
A few other patterns emerge from anlysis of the responses. While there is a lot
of dissatisfaction with the delivery of- human services and health care and with the
cost of government and education, there appears also to be considerable feeling that
we must face up to the reality of scarcity and long term adverse economic conditions
and that there is an escalating price tag on all such services.
- Busing and education remain a major issue particularly among urban
community leaders. The 'quality of life" appears frequently and can be seen as a
consistent theme throughout a significant percentage of the responses.
Other problems frequently mentioned include the energy crisis, the tension
between environmental and economic needs, a need for a sense of cor.:nity ar-d
increased communication as a means of solving community probler~s. Also nenticned
were the need for adequate public transportation, better medi-i 1overage cf 3cal
problems and media access to special interest groups.
Most Frequent Responses by Women
The five most frequent problems or concerns discussed by the wereen
ascertained were:
1. Unemployment
2. Quality of Education/Availability of Special Education
3. Availability and Quality of Health Care and other Human Servic!s
4. Inflation/Local and National Economic Stag:tation or Instabiliti
5. Availability and Cost of Housing
Also of major concern were taxes, both the level of taxatior. id the merits
of the present tax structure. Racial tension, busing and its effect on educition
and the community were discussed frequently. Fdnily concerns such as chkld buse,
the lack of recreational activities for youth, the problems of the eldecrly a.d the
strain placed on the fabric of family and American society were also mcntioned, as
were sexism, family planning, contraception and teenage pregnancy, problems of
alcohol and drug abuse, and safety on the streets.
Most Frequent Responses of Leaders of Minority and Ethnic Com:-unities
The 5 concerns most frequently expressed by cormunity leaders asso-iatoJ
with organizations concerned with the minority nnd ethnic co-munitics inclu1dd:
1. The position of, and recognition accorded to, minority ard ethr.ic
communities
2. Education/Illiteracy
3. Unemployment
4. Failure of the media to deal adequately with the concerns of
minorities; access to the media for minorities
5. Housing
Other areas of major concern discussed included. the availability and quality
of health care and other human services; racial tension; busing and discrimination;
general economic issues particularly relative to the city of Boston; and the problems
of the availability of services and recreational outlets for the youth and the elderly.
Most Frequent Responses from Black Leaders
The 5 most frequent problems or concerns discussed by Black community
leaders include:
1. The quality of education and the availability of special education
2. Racial tensiens, discrimination and desegregation
3. Unemployment
6. The need for a stronger sense of community
5. Econonic instability
Also of concern were problems related to housing, and to the delivery of
health ond human services. Black community leaders were concerned that interest
'n social issues has apparently lessened. They also are concerned about a perceived
J ack of minority access to all forms of public media. Safety on the streets, the
problem of information dissemination, land use and taxes were also discussed.
Iost Frequent Resnponses from Hispanic Leaders
Hispanic community leaders were particularly concerned with issues of
identity, Isolation and education. In particular, they mentioned the need for a
sense of identity among Hispanics, and a need for sensitivity toward and recognition
of the 1 ispanic community on the part of the other citizens of the area. Also of
major concern is education in general and the need for special education and remedial
language training. The problems of unemploynm:nt, houin, and 0 the ne"d for recre:-
tional facilities for the youth were also rentioned.
r
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APPENDIX G
E. Audience Responses
1. TV Program Mail Responses: Channels 2 and 44
Which television programs receive the most viewer mail?
11
TV Program Mail Responses: Channel 2 and 44 1980
Program FCC Category #Favorable #Unfavorable
ZOOM Lt. Ent. 11,931 7
Victory Garden Gen. Ed. 1,207 2
WORLD Pub. Aff. 222 220
Julia Child Gen. Ed. 500 3
Masterpiece Theatre Perf. Arts 168 4
Cosmos Gen. Ed. 85 2
Say Brother Pub. Aff. 80 4
NOVA Gen. Ed. 138
Body in Question Gen. Ed. 70
Tom Cottle Show Gen. Ed. 67 3.
2. Radio Program Mail Responses
Which radio programs receive the most listener mail?
Program
Morning Pro Music
Spider's Web
All Things Consid
GBH Journal
Labor and Technol
Series
Folk Festival USA
Reading Aloud
Ford Hall Forum
Masterpiece Radio
Theatre
Radio Program Mail Responses:
FCC Category
a Perf. Arts
Perf. Arts
ered Pub. Affairs
Pub. Affairs
ogy
Pub. Affairs
Perf. Arts
Gen. Ed.
Pub. Affairs
1980
#Favorable
999
38
24
11
#Unfavorable
4
4
50
20
22
35
18
2
1
47 6Perf. Arts
APPENDIX H 13
4. Issues Raised by Viewing/Listening Audience
What are the issues raised most in viewer and listener mail?
Television:
The areas receiving the most comments were scheduling information
and program suggestions.
The following illustrate suggestions for acquisition and production
of films:
Acquisition:
new Dr. Who programs
The Grateful Dead movie
New York City Ballet series
Productions:
Documentary on Vietnam
more shows about poets and poetry
ecology and energy problem programs
In addition, the following suggestions for programs were received
by WGBH:
something on Judy Chicago's "Dinner Party"
Gilbert and Sullivan operas
series about the Tall Ships
Woodstock
Monterey Pop
Rock Films
Radio:
Most radio mail requests information on particular programs and
requests for lists of music played.
Top-rated Channel 2 programs:
APPENDIX I
WORLD Special: Death
of a Princess
Death of a Princess:
The Arab Dilemma
National Geographic
National Geographic
Cosmos
Evening at Pops '80
Evening at Pops '79
Voyage of Darwin
Joan Robinson: One
Woman's Story
Soundstage Special:
Dionne Warwick
qasterpiece Theatre
asterpiece Theatre
3dyssey
Lathe of Heaven
Iowa Debates
qystery!
gashington Week in
Review '80
Rashington Week in
Review '79
rhis Old House '80
rhis Old House '79
(fundraising special)
Jild, Wild World of
knimals '80
Jild, Wild World of
knimals '79
qall Street Week '80
qall Street Week '79
rwo Ronnies
rhe Mark Russell
omedy Special
4OVA '80
4OVA '79
%ll Creatures Great
and Small '80
kll Creatures Great
and Small '79
FCC
Category
Pub Aff
Pub Aff
80
'79
Gen
Gen
Gen
Lt.
Lt.
Gen
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ent
Ent
Ed
Pub Aff
80
79
Lt. Ent
Per. Arts
Per. Arts
Gen Ed
Per. Arts
Pub Aff
Per. Arts
Pub Aff
Pub
Gen
Gen
Aff
Ed
Ed
Gen Ed
Gen
Pub
Pub
Lt.
Ed
Aff
Aff
Ent
Lt. Ent
Gen Ed
Gen Ed
Per. Arts
Per. Arts
Rating HH 50+ 18-49 12-17
29.9 578 46.5 46.7 5.9
19.5
9.0
7.0
8.7
6.8
6.7
6.4
281
171
137
179
131
130
123
47.6
46.8
56
32.0
67.4
77.4
57.6
49.7
39.8
36
53.3
27.1
19.1
36.4
6.3 122 32.2 55.2
5.7
4.2
5.5
5.4
5.4
5.0
5.0
4.6
4.0
4.6
7.0
4.5
4.1
4.3
3.9
4.1
4.0
4.0
3.7
3.7
4.7
114
82
99
105
114
95
97
44.1
59.8
55.4
46.3
34.7
53.1
37.0
46.0
36.5
40.8
49.1
47.1
35.7
58.5
2.7
5.4
4.5
6.2
.9
0
6.1
Promo
2-11 level
.9
8.0
4.0
8.4
4.6
3.5
- 12.6
4.3
3.7
3.2
2.9
11.0
8.1
4.4
89 67.0 23.8 3.4
76
91
142
78.6
47.1
NA
20.5
42.5
.3
5.8
5.6
.6
1.7
7.1
3.1
5.7
.6
4.6
87 42.1 35.3 4.4 18.4
80
85
75
79
89
80
72
41.0
69.6
73.0
25.0
51.9
41.2
47.0
30.0
20.3
22.6
62.2
44.1
47.9
41.5
7.0
3.8
.1
12.9
3.9
5.9
2.6
71 42.4 50.9 6.6
91 55.7 32.6 4.8
23.5
6.3
.3
5.0
3.8
6.9
5/5
3/0
3/5
2 -
3/5
5/0
3
2/3
4/2
1/0
3/4
various
3/1
3/1
1/0
3/5
1/0
1
3/3
5
2/0
3
1/0
1
1/0
3/5
various
4/5
4
A- -
10
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APPENDIX B
PERCEIVED NEEDS AND PROBLEMS: SPECIFIC RESPONSES
SAY BROTHER RESPONDENTS
LA PLAZA RESPONDENTS
i
SAY BROTHER
PERCEIVED NEEDS AND PROBLEMS: SPECIFIC RESPONSES
NUMBER OF
RESPONSE RESPONSES
CRIME
Crime
Vandalism
Robberies
Break-ins
Violence
Rough neighborhoods - not
Unsafe neighborhoods
Burglary - need community
organization
Fighting
Fires
Drunken driver accidents
Prostitution
HOUSING
Housing
More housing
Better housing
Landlord problems
Rent increases
High rent
No housing for parents with
kids
Rundown housing
More housing maintenance
RACISM
Racism
Racial problems
Racial difficulties
Racial tension
Racial violence
Racial differences
Discrimination
Red-lining
Segregation
Displacement of racial groups
Persecution of people
Overawareness of racial dif-
ferences
Non-whites not in mainstream
safe
59
6
6
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
37
21
10
1
1
1
10
9
5
4
3
1
1
1
1
1
NUMBER OF
RESPONSE RESPONSES
NEIGHBORHOOD POLLUTION: DIRT,
GARBAGE , NOISE
Dirty streets 9
Streets are dirty 7
Sanitation 7
Trash in the streets 6
Garbage -not picked up .5
Garbage 5
Clean up the city 5
Need more peace and quiet 2
Noise 2
Airplanes over project in
Roxbury 1
General clean-up 1
Boston is dirty 1
Trashy neighborhood - people
destroy and don't take respon-
sibility 1
Trash not picked up often enough
1
Southwest Corridor is dirty 1
People who don't live here long
and are noisy 1
UNEMPLOYMENT
Unemployment 19
Employment 8
More jobs 5
Lack of jobs 3
LACK OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT,
SPIRIT
Community consciousness
Lack of community effort
Black awareness
Lack of brotherhood
Community effort-participation
Indifference
People keep to themselves
Lack of pride
Sense of unity
Learning to accept others
Lack of trust among people
People understanding one another
(continued)
6
5
2
2
2
1
1
1
n0
SAY BROTHER
PERCEIVED NEEDS AND PROBLEMS: SPECIFIC RESPONSES
NUMBER OF
RESPONSESRESPONSE
LACK OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT,
SPIRIT (continued)
Lack of communication
Lack of communication in
- neighborhood - Roxbury
Communication - brotherhood
Togetherness
Not enough togetherness
Need more people involved in
the neighborhood
No community concern
Awareness of what's going
on in the community and
world
Apathy
POLICE PROTECTION/LAW
ENFORCEMENT
Police protection
Need adequate police pro-
tection
More law enforcement
Need more police protection
More police
Police do not pay attention
to needs of blacks
POOR LOCAL SERVICES
Street repair
Lack of city services
More street lights
City services
Poor condition of streets
Need food line
Shopping areas
Not enough shopping areas
and services in neighbor-
hood
No local drug store
Poor city services
Not enough lights
Better street lights
Improvement of local environ-
ment, streets, sidewalks,
etc.
1
1
1
1
l1
1l
l1
NUMBER OF
RESPONSE RESPONSES
YOUTH/TEENAGE PROBLEMS
Kids loitering - getting into
mischief
Kids loitering
Street gangs.
More youtl. programs
Neighborhood teenagers
Teenagers hanging on corners
Loitering
Runaways
Parents aren't around - no
supervision for kids
Lack of parental guidance
Young people not doing enough -
should live for Christ1
14
6
4
3
1
PERSONAL FINANCES
Financial problems
Need more money
Lack of money
Money
Poor people
Not enough money
No money for food
5
2
2
2
1
1
1
l
l
10
2
2
.1
1 PARKS
6
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
Community centers
Activities - community centers
Nothing for kids to do
Kids don't have a place to play
Youth programs
People in the park
Dog feces in the park
TV COVERAGE OF ISSUES
Devote more time to local. and
world news
More black programs
Not enough shows in Spanish
Not enough coverage of the
black community
More educational programs
(continued)1
4
2
2
1
1
1
3
3
2
1
SAY BROTHER
PERCEIVED NEEDS AND PROBLEMS: SPECIFIC RESPONSES
NUMBER OF
RESPONSESRESPONSE
TV COVERAGE OF ISSUES (continued)
Channel (2) should be more
responsive in.helping in
crime and racial difficul-
ties
Bad press on racial issues,
tell problems but not much
on possible solutions
POLITICAL CORRUPTION, POLITICAL
SYSTEM PROBLEMS
- Not enough blacks are voting
Corrupt government
One ethnic group controls
governme't
Corruption in politics
Lack of political interest
Social security
More organization
Black community is suffering
politically from corrupt
government structure
A joke that is the world,
children appear to be
toying with the world,
government vs government
Authority by city government
not being more concerned
with area
EDUCATION
Lack of education
Improve education quality
INFLATION
Inflation
DETERIORATING NEIGHBORHOOD
Vacant houses
Vacant lots - abandoned
houses
Condemned buildings
Demolish a.andoned buildings
Deterioration-no help from
city
Blue Hill revitalized
NUMBER OF
RESPONSESRESPONSE
GENERAL MORALITY, LACK OF
SPIRITUALISM
Go to church more
Morals are coming down
Lack of morals
More religious faith
Early pregnancies
1
1-
2
1
1
1
1
1
l1
1
TRANSPORTATION
Transportation
Transportation - lack of buses
ENVIRONMENT
Pollution
Environmental protection
Environmental degradation
Nuclear power
ECONOMY
Economic problems
Economics
Economic inequity
Taxes
Reduce taxes
HISPANIC RELATED CONCERNS/
BILINGUALISM
Language barrier
Bilingual education
Promoting, mainstreaming Cuban
refugees
Split among various Spanish-
speaking people
HEALTHCARE
Healthcare
Health services
Expensive health insurance
1
8
3
9
2
1
1
1
1
DRUGS
Drugs
Dope - need more police
Drug abuse
Dope pushers, drugs
2
2
6
1
4
1
1
2
3
1
1
3
1
2
52
SAY BROTHER
PERCEIVED NEEDS AND PROBLEMS: SPECIFIC RESPONSES
NUMBER OF NUMBER OF
RESPONSE RESPONSES RESPONSE RESPONSES
ALCOHOL DON'T KNOW
Teenage drinking 1 Don't know
Drunks, taverns 1
Drunks 1 NONE
SENIOR CITIZEN CARE None
Lack of respect for elder
citizens 2
Senior citizens .1
FAMILY VALUES
Family life should be re-
stored 1
Lack of respect for each
other
BUSING
School and busing situation 1
OTHER
Roxbury/Dorchester line 1
Gay people
Common sense
Like to have garden 1
Oldest on street since 1.927 1
Business 1
Poor TV reception 1
Construction never stops 1
Blight 1
Communism 1
Could be improved
Everything -
Blacks need to be more
realistic in outlook
towards life 1
J I
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LA PLAZA
PERCEIVED NEEDS AND PROBLEMS: SPECIFI(C RESPONSES
NUMBER OF
RESPONSESRESPONSE
CRIME
Crime
Fighting/Violence
Vandalism
Unsafe streets
Not safe to walk the streets
Fires
Reckless driving
Too many fights
Prostitution
HOUSING
Housing
High rent
Poor housing
Landlord problems
Condominiums going up
Lack of housing
RACISM
Racial trouble
Racism
Discrimination in jolbs
Discrimination
Racial tension
Different life styles
Racial problems
No integration
Police brutality
34
11
7
5
4
4
3
1
1
29
3
3
3
1
1
13
6
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
NEIGHBORHOOD POLLUTION: DIRT, GARBAGE
NOISE
Streets need cleaning
Garbage in the streets
Noise
Garbage not picked up
East Boston airport noise
Rats/roaches
11
4
4
3
2
RESPONSE
YOUTH/TEENAGE PROBLEMS
Street gangs
Juvenile delinquency
Delinquency
Lack of entertainment for
teenagers
Lack of supervision of kids
Youngsters influenced by TV
Loitering
Nothing for kids to do
UNEMPLOYMENT
Unemployment
Poor paying jobs
Can't find work
5
4
4
4
3
1
1
20
1
1
HISPANIC RELATED CONCERNS/
BILINGUALISM
Cuban immigration 3
Language barrier 3
Cuban crisis 1
Lack of hispanic activities 1
Lack of cultural activities 1
Lack of union among hispanics 1
Spanish food supply I
Cultural awareness 1
Lack of bilingual services 1
Language should be more bilingual
1
Problems finding doctors who
speak Spanish 1
Hispanic contribution to American
culture not recognized
DRUGS
Drugs 14
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LA PLAZA
PERCEIVED NEEDS AND PROBLEMS: SPECIFIC RESPONSES
NUMBER OF
RESPONSESRESPONSE
POOR LOCAL SERVICES
Need community centers/
services
Need better street lighting
Lack of lights on streets
Need supermarkets
Street repair needed
No parking spaces
Lack of public restrooms
LACK OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT/
SPIRIT
Lack of togetherness
Concern for neighborhood
Community involvement
Concern for others
Apathy
]DUCATION
Lack of education
Education
Poor education
More Hispanic teachers needed
Ignorance
INFLATION
Inflation
High prices
Gasoline prices
OLICE PROTECTION/LAW ENFORCEMENT
Police protection
More police protection
Not enough law enforcement
'ARKS
Recreational/youth programs
Need more parks, playgrounds
NUMBER OF
RESPONSE RESPONSES
FAMILY VALUES
Better communication with
-family
Lack of respect
Breaking up of the family
4
3
2
2
1
1
5
3
1
1
4
3
2
1
1
-8
1
5
1
TV COVERAGE OF ISSUES
More spanish programs needed 3
Need more blacks on TV 1
Provide more bilingual shows
on TV'
No input into communication
field
Lack of media attention to
community needs
POLITICAL CORRUPTION, POLITICAL
SYSTEM PROBLEMS
Utility companies have a
monopoly
Lack of interest from the
government
Need direct access to power,
especially getting people
to vote
Little organization
Government instability
ECONOMY
Poor economy
Poverty and hunger
4
3
2
4
4
DETERIORATING NEIGHBORHOOD
Neighborhood run down
Upkeep on buildings
ALCOHOL
Alcoholism
1
I
.1
1
3
2
3
1
.2
-7
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LA PLAZA
PERCEIVED NEEDS AND PROBLEMS: SPECIFIC RESPONSES
NUMBER OF
RESPONSESRESPONSE
SENIOR CITIZEN CARE
Lack of respect for the elderly
Activities/centers for elderly
HEALTH CARE
Health care
Lack of spanish speaking
doctors
PERSONAL FINANCES
Money
TRANSPORTATION
Lack of transportation
ENVIRONMENT
Pollution
OTHER
Waste of material things
Lack of flowers
Chauvinism
Traffic
Roxford-Norfolk Ave. - raceway
for cars
CB radios
TV viewing is difficult-antennas
DON'T KNOW
Don't know
NO PROBLEMS
None
1
2
1
I
1
1
3.
1
1
1
3
35
Table 10 , APPENDIX K
RESPONDENTS' 15 MOST-MENTIONED COMMUNITY PROBLEMS
SAY BROTHER LA PLAZA
' N=470 N=345
Problem Percent Rank Percent Rank
Crime 17.9% (1) 20.3% (1)
Housing 15.7 (2) 11.6 (2)
Racism- 14.9 (3) 9.0 (3)
Neighborhood Pollution 11.7 (4) 7.0 (4)
Unemployment 7.4 (5) 6.4 (6)
Lack of Community Spirit 7.0 (6) 3.2 (10)
Police Protection 6.2 (7): 2.6 (13)
Poor Local Services 5.1 (8) 4J. (9)
Teenagers/Youth 4.3 (9) 7.0 (5)
Personal Finances 3.8 (10) ,
Parks/Recreation 2.6 (11) 2.3 (14)
Media Coverage of Issues 2.6 (12) 2.2 (15)
Political System 2.3 (13) --
Education 2.3 (14) 3.2 (11)
Inflation 1.9 (15) 2.9 (12)
Hispanic-related concerns/
Bilingualism 4.6 (7)
Drugs 4.1 (8)
I.
WBH/JP1
APPENDIX-L March 19, 1981
PREPARING AN IDEAL T.V. SCHEDULE -
The purpose of this exercise is to give the producers at WGBH a better
idea of the ways in which you would like television to serve the needs
of your neighborhood.
Assume that television programming could be completely responsive to the
needs of your neighborhood.
During the next hour you will be asked to prepare-an ideal t..v.schedule
for an average viewing- day.
You can indicate any types of shows you want. -.You can use existing shows
(on any station) or you.can make up -the titles and descriptions of shows
or activities you-would like to see. Try to think of the-different ways
t'.v. can be used.
Begin by taking fifteen minutes to prepare a quick version of your own
ideal t.v. schedule. Then, work with the other members of your group
to prepare a group schedule. You will be surprised at the suggestions
that some of your fellow residents make.
WGBH/JP 2
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AN IDEAL T.V. SCHEDULE
Time Slot
7-8 a.m.
8-9 a.m.
9-10 a.m.
10-11 a.m.
11-12 a.m.
12-1 p.m.-
1-2 p.m.
2-3 p.m.
3-4 p.m.
4-5 p.m.
5-6 p.m.
6-7 p.m.
7-8 p.m.
8-9 p.m.
9-10 p.m.
11-12 midnight
12-1 a.m.
1-2 a.m.
Name of Show Description
ii'-
-2-
Time Slot
2-3 a.-m.
3-4 a.m.
4-5 a.m.
5-6 a.m.
6-7 a.m.-
Name of Show Description
'-(/7-
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SPENDING PRIORITIES
The purpose of this second exercise is to give the producers at WGBH
a better idea of the priorities-you attach to different kinds of t.v.
production. 
-
Assume you have a budget of $200,000 to spend. T.V. shows come in three -
categories:* inexpensive ($10,000 a half hour); moderately priced ($25,000
a half hour); and expensive ($50,000 a half hour).- Inexpensive shows
involve very little advanced taping (they are like news programs or interview
programs). Moderately priced shows are pre-taped but do not involve high
priced movie stars. (they are like Evening or The Baxters). Expensive
shows are like most of the prime time shows that are on every night
(such as Lou Grant, Mork and Mindy,.and Little House).
Your -task is to fill the 8_p.m.-ll p.m. time slot on a Monday evening.
That means you have six half hours to fill. Please indicate the name or
title of the show (or type of show) and a brief description. Feel free
to use the t.v. schedule you prepared earlier.
Remember, you can invent any type of show or activity you like. You are
not limited by what happens to be on t.v. now.
Begin by taking fifteen minutes to prepare a quick version of your own
budget. Then, work with the other- members of your group to prepare a
group schedule.
*These price estimates are made up just for this exercise!
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SPENDING PRIORITIES
Ti +-I a psc ription
8-8:30 pm
8:30-9 pm
9-9:30 pm
9:30-10
10-10:30
pm
10:30-11 pm
pm
Budget
i1
64-
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COIMENT AND EVALUATION SHEET
Those of us involved in tonight's community outreach effort would
appreciate knowing your reactions.
1. What is your overall response to this evening's meeting?
2. Do you think tonight's exercises will help the producers at
WGBH understand -more about your community's television pro-
gramming needs? Why?
3. Any other comments or suggestions that might help us plan future
neighborhood meetings of this sort?
Many thanks.
65-
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APPENDIX M
COMMUNITY ACCESS TIME
MINI PROGRAMS (working title)
Initial Contact;
A. Community contact, A group/ organization or individual can submit a
written request for Community Access Time. We will work together to
produce the mini.program.
B. In-house production n commentary or editorial. Local producers can
submit their ideas to me & we can work together to produce mini-
programs. The content must inform/educate the public & can take
almost any form of expression,
All productions must be produced within the buyout. If local productions
have scheduled time during the buyout the producer can choose to produce a
5 minute spot. The Broadcast Department will pick up any extra charges
they may incur. Otherwise I will produce these mini-programs within the
buyout.
There is also the possibility that we may be able to acquire pre-produced
5 minute spots though I have the feeling these may be few and far between.
Some of the mini-programs should tx have a shelf life of 13 weeks so that
they can be repeated, while others should pertain to current issues. At the
end of 13 weeks the mini programs will be re-evaluated & be wiped or retained.
I have budgeted for 72 five minute spots.
CRITERIA FOR ACCEPTANCE
1. All mini-programs must be non-profit, We can accept no requests for
mini programs or fund raising, nor can the program contain any reference
to commercial institutions, admission fees, ticket proces, sales, auctions,
etc.
2. Length can vary but must never exceed 15 minutes.
3. The mini-programs can be controversial/ editorial in nature but we must
be prepared and clearly state that equal time is available for opposing
views,
4. Mini-programs must be non-religious. We cannot use our air time to sway
anyone to or from any particular religion. We cannot allow people to
preach their gospel.
Mini-programs should meet the needs of the community as determined by the
results of community ascertainment, independent surveys or expressed
concerns/ interests of the Community Advisory Board,
6. If #5 doesn't apply it should be determined whether the proposed pro-
gram content meets other needs/concerns about which the community is
uninformed,
-7. Requests must be in writing and come from bona-fide groups/individuals.
-We can also produce in-house mini-programs. -
8. We need a months lead time.
FORMAT
A. One Talking Head
In the beginning in,-house talent should be used to expidite production.
Well known Bostonians can also be utilized while gradually introducing
community people who are importantbut not so well known. Ultimately the
mini-programs should inheret a more grass roots quality,
Length: 1 - 2 minutes
B. Dialogue/Debate
Two experts, one moderator discussing or debating an issue.
C.- Talent
Famous personalities willing to donate their time to Public Television.
New groups or individuals willing to waive a fee for exposure.
ex. Mime groups given a script could pantomime a message.
Actors can perform a vignette.
D. Remote
"Man, woman, child on the street" .- What does the community know, not know
or is misinformed about.
Tape the actual place where -the problem/interest is.
E. Acquisition
We can acquire short subject films.
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APPENDIX N
WGBH President Ives Marketing Questions
If there were no WGBH, (or public television)
1. what services would you miss most?
what services would you miss least?
2. what services would you be willing to pay for?
3. what services not currently provided by PTV would
motivate you to subscribe to an alternative
service?
4. what services do you consider vital to the commu-
nity even though you would not willing or able to
pay for them?
